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I. EARLY HISTORY
Theory of Monopoly
Orthodox economic theory has long held to certain
fundamentals concerning the determination of price. The con-
ception maintains that in every economic process there exists
opposing forces which limit each other, and at some point
reach a condition of complete counterpoise. This point of
stable equilibrium is not often predeterminable , but this is
due to lack of knov/ledge of the specific conditions. More-
over the adjustment seldom remains fixed for long, but an
equilibrium is continually tending to be re-established. The
theory holds that the conflicting forces of demand and supply
playing in an interdependent market produce the point of
equilibrium, and that the balance is affected by adjustment
of these forces in any section of the market.
Various factors have tended to modify this theory.
Thus the increasing size of units has so far reduced their
number in most fields of production that spontaneous adjust-
ment of supply and demand through the independent actions of
various producers, is rarely the case. Numerous controls have
been established which preclude many of the elements which
actual competition demands and which "equilibrium" economics
presupposes. Thus the direction of demand, the distribution
of resources among industries and even the levels of incomes,
are now substantially determined by the deliberate calculated
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decisions of individuals or groups of individuals, in whom
happens to be vested the power of management of modern busi-
ness.
The elasticity of the word "monopoly" has always
been a source of difficulty to economists, courts and law-
makers, In a broad sense it may be held to signify "any
such control as enables the one having such control to
raise the price materially above the price fixed by free
competition,
One Court has seen fit to define monopoly as
"the sole pov/er - or a power largely in excess of that
possessed by others - of dealing in some particular com-
modity, or at some particular market or place, or of carry-
ing on some particular business,"^
A recent discussion says in part, "its (monopolies)
symptoms are as various as economic activity. In one situa-
tion monopoly causes rigid prices, unchanging month after
month. In other instances prices fluctuate up and down at
the whim of the monopolist to maximize net profits. In other
instances production is sharply curtailed, whereas simultane-
ously in another industry production may be on an even keel,
because the monopolist knows that in the long run he can
exact his price. In the abstract it can only be said that „
the word represents the antithesis of our competitive ideals,"
Origin of Monopoly in the United States
The monopolistic tendency in American industry had
its discernible beginnings in the decade following the Civil
1. Webster’s International Dictionary, 1913.
2. U.S. vs. American Naval Stores Co,, 172 Fed. 455.
3. Thurman Arnold (ass’t attorney general) on "What is
Monopoly?" delivered before the Advertising Federation of
America, Detroit, June 15, 1938, (Vital Speeches, July 1,1938.)
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War, and waxed strong during the latter half of the nine-
teenth century. Grov/th of large scale industries producing
relatively standardized products had been the logical effect
of the discovery of steam. Concurrently with the integra-
tion of industry, and perhaps as a necessary by-product,
was the tendency tov/ards monopolistic practices, primarily
in agreements or "pools" limiting production, price fixing,
centralizing selling and allocating quotas. Many key in-
dustries such as salt, cordage, gunpowder, sugar refining,
coal mining, oil refining, and various branches of the iron
and steel industries had these agreements. The growing im-
portance of fixed capital investment and the instability of
prices and of general economic activity were motivating
factors in these tendencies.
Agreements, whether merely word of mouth, or
soleraly attested documents were generally unsuccessful,
breaking dov/n because of the huiaan element involved. These
agreements, invalid by common law principles, and unenforce-
able as contracts, depended for their efficacy on the moral
bonds of the "gentlemen’s" agreements and invariably failed
because of the naturally strong competitive instincts of
the American businessman. Moreover they were subject to
common law prosecution of conspiracy. It was less to avoid
the ban of law hov/ever, than to offset the centrifugal
forces of self-interest that businessmen and their lawyers
sought a more binding form of organization.
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The first great monopolist was the Standard Oil
Company. Under the guidance of the "first corporation
lawyer", Samuel C. T. Dodd, stockholders of some various
thirty-nine companies delivered their stock, with permanent
and irrevocable power of attorney to a board of trustees,
of whom two were John D. Rockefeller and his brother V/illiam.
The trustees managed the companies as a single unit and dis-
tributed the profits on a pro rata basis. Hence control was
established over all the underlying companies, although they
maintained their respective identities.^
This pattern was closely follov/ed by other indus-
tries, such as whiskey, white lead an! sugar. The Sugar
Refineries Company—known later as the American Sugar Company--
took in eighteen refineries, immediately closed down eleven,
and raised the margin between crude and refined sugar from a
competitive .787 cents in 1887, to a monopolistic 1.258 cents
in 1888.2
Reactions
Public opinion, aroused by the bludgeoning tactics
of the trusts as well perhaps, by an instinctive distrust of
such concentrations of v/ealth, which was taking place to the
alleged disadvantage of both the consumer and the small pro-
ducer, was reflected by the passage within the years 1889 and
1893 of anti-combination laws by sixteen State Legislatures,
1. "Our Times"—Mark Sullivan, Vol. Two--pgs. 236-337.
2, "The Trust Problem" --Jenks and Clark--Appendix D-2 pg. 343.
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as well also by Federal action.
In the meanwhile the trust form of organization was
being judicially outlawed through the application of common lav/
principles. The New York and Ohio State Courts held this form
to be illegal mainly on the grounds that entrance into such an
association by corporations, even although carried out by
privated stock transactions, v/as a corporate act exceeding of
its powers ("ultra vires"), justifying forfeiture of its charter;
moreover the courts declared "trust agreement s .. .tending as they
do to the creation of a monopoly, are also against public policy,
1-2
and therefore contrary to law. V/ith the trust form outlawed,
the trusts dissolved into comiaunities of interest, based on in-
terlocking stock ov/nership described as "purely informal harmony".
Meantime the State of New ‘Jersey voluntarily assumed
a policy that was in sharp contrast to that of the majority of
the other states. The general corporation lav/s of New Jersey
of 1888 (amended twice in the following four years) allowed
corporations to be organized with the widest latitude in defin-
ing their ov/n pov/ers and gave full sanction for the acquisition
of stock in other corporations. Thus the opening was made for
holding companies, v/hich could control subsidiaries by getting
control over their physical plants, or more simply, control over
a sufficient share of their stock. Thence to New Jersey went
the former trusts.
This New Jersey relaxation of corporation laws, to-
1. People vs. North River Refining Co., Nev/ York State, 1891.
2. State ex rel vs. Standard Oil Co., 49 Ohio State, 1892.
3. "Our Times" --Op. Cit . Pages, 329-337
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gether with the widespread legal belief in the unassailability
of the holding company device resulted in intensive increase
in the combination trends. '‘in the three years preceding 1901
—the year of high tide for holding companies—one hundred and
eighty three were organized, making in all a total capitaliza-
tion of over four billions of dollars, one-twentieth of the
total wealth of the United States, nearly twice the amount of
qjoney in circulation in the country, and more than four times
the capitalization of all the manufacturing consolidations or-
ganized between 1860 and 1393.^
Auto Monopoly Opinion
On December 4, 1889 Senator John Sherman of Ohio
introduced a bill entitled "A bill to declare unlawful, trusts
and combinations in restraint of trade and production." The
philosophy underlying the proposal may be best understood from
the words of Senator Sherman;^
"It's (trusts) governing motive is to increase the
profits of the parties composing it.
"The lav/ of selfishness uncontrolled by competition,
compels it to disregard the interest of the consumer. It: dic-
tates terras to the transportation companies. It commands the
price of labor without fear of strikes, for in its field it
allows no competitors. Such a combination is far more danger-
ous than any hitherto invented, .. .it is ... injurious to the
public, and by the rule of both the common law the civil law
is null and void and the just subject of restraint by the
courts ;.. .and the individuals engaged in it should be punished
as criminals.
"...If the concentrated powers of this combination
are entrusted to a single man, it Isa kingly prerogative, incon-
1.
Gilbert H. Montague - Trusts of Today - Page 46
2. (Compare with " When prices are set by a group v/hich dominates
the market, the only difference between such prices and taxes
is the fact that such prices are levied v/ithout public responsi-
bility or public control, and that their proceeds are used for
privated. , .purposes .
"
-Thurman Arnold, U. S. Lav/ Review, May-1938)
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sistent with our form of government, and should be subject to
the strong resistance of the state of national authorities.
If we will not endure a king as a political power, we should
not endure a king over the production, transportation and sale
of any of the necessities of life. If we should not submit to
ftn emperor, we should not submit to an autocrat of trade, with
power to prevent competition, and to fix the prices of any com-
modity. .
"Now, Mr. President, what is this bill? a remedial
statute to enforce, by civil process in the courts of the United
States, the common law against monopolies...
"These trusts.. are great wrongs to the people. They
have invaded many of the most important branches of business.
They operate v«rith a double edged sword. They increase beyond
reason the cost of the necessaries of life and business, and
they decrease the cost of the rav/ material, the farm products
of the country. They regualte prices at their will, depress
the price of what they buy, and increase the price of what they
sell. They (trusts) pursue unmolested, unrestrained by law,
their ceaseless round of peculation, .. .till they are fast pro-
ducing that condition of our people in which the great mass of
them are servitors of those which have aggregated wealth at
the ir c ommand " .
^
Senator Sherman then argued that his bill was con-
stitutional, being based on the commerce clause of the Con-
stitution, which provides that "Congress shall have the power
to regulate commerce v/ith foreign nations and among the several
States.." Pleading for a broad interpretation of this clause,
he concluded, "While we should not stretch the powers granted
to Congress by strained construction, we cannot surrender any
of them; they are not ours to surrender; but whenever occasion
calls we should exercise them for the benefit and protection of
the people of the United States...! feel that it's (the bills)
best effect will be the warning that all trade and commerce,...
all struggles for money and property, must be governed by the^
universal law that the public good must be the test for all".^
After months of debate and discussion a substitute
1. "History of The Sherman Law of the United State of America"
Albert H. V/alker. Pages 1-16
2. "History of the Sherman -Caw" - A. H. Walkey, Pages 1-46
Op. Cit.
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bill was drafted by Senator Hoar of Massachusetts and submitted
April 8, 1890. It is interesting to note that most of the de-
bate centered on the probable constitutionality of the bill
rather than economic aspects involved. The basic theories of
Senator Sherman and his contemporaries ran thus; "the natural
competition of increasing production, the lowering of prices by
such competition;" in other words, with ever-growing productive
capacities, and ever-increasing economies in manufacturing and
distributing costs, the attempt of every producer to market his
goods at the expense of his competitors would eventually lead
to a lowering of prices charged to consumers.^ This lower price
scale was of direct and visible benefit to the consuming public,
and Congress undertook to insure this policy, rather than a
"laissez faire" attitude v/hich would permit business men to be
the final arbiters of policy, fearing that many would incline
toward the policy of narrov/er markets and more stable profits.
A survey of the Congressional discussion of the bill
shows that the picture was drawn in "Black and Vdiite". Thus
countervailing factors such as the effects of unrestrained com-
petition, over-production, and the elimination of all but the
financially strong, were given little or no thought.
At any rate the Hoar substitute bill narrowed the
scope of aims from the original proposal of outlawing trusts *'in
restraint of trade and production" to the protection of "trade
and commerce against unlav/ful restraints and monopolies , since
the right to so regulate rested for its constitutionality on the
" Commerce Clause .
"
1. V/alker--Page 34 - ibid.
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This Hoar Bill carrying the name of the author of
the original act--Sherman—was passed by the House, June 20,
1890 by a vote of 242 ayes and no nays; by the Senate by a
vote of 52 ayes and one nay,, which negative vote was cast by
the "undistinguished" Senator Blodgett from New Jersey, who
had taken no part in the debate and who gave no reason for his
vote •
President Harrison, on July 2, 1890, approved and
signed Senate Bill No. 1, namely "An Act to protect trade and
commerce against unlawful restraints and monopolies".
The Sherman Law
The Sherman statute is divided into eight sections:
1.
"Every contract, combination. .. or conspiracy , in restraint
of trade of conmierce among the several States or among
foreign nations, is hereby declared to be illegal .. .Every
person who shall make any contract or engage in any com-
bination or conspiracy hereby declared to be illegal shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction there-
of, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding |5,000, or by
imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by both...
2.
"Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize
...trade or commerce ... shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and, on conviction thereof shall be punished by
fine... or imprisonment .. .or both.
3. Reiterates Section 1.
4
.
"The several circuit courts of the United States are invested
with jurisdiction to restrict and prevent violations...; it
shall be the duty of the several district attorneys . .under
the direction of the Attorney General, to institute pro-
ceedings in equity to prevent .. .violations
.
5.
"...the court may cause them (interested parties) to be
summoned.
6. "Any property owned (by violators) shall be forfeited to the
United States and may be seized...
2r. Act of March 3, 19 11, c. 231,
cuit courts referred to, and c
36 Stat.1167 abolished the cir-
onferred their powers upon tne
district courts.
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7. "Any person who shall be injured, .. .may sue therefor .and
shall recover three-fold the damages ... sustained, and the
costs of suit.
8. "...the word ’person* ... shall included corporations and as-
sociations .
"
Early Enforcement
After the Act was once passed. Congress and the
general public seem to have lost all interest in it for at
least a decade. During the remaining thirty tv/o months of
Harrison’ s administration, only five cases were tried, four
of them resulting in failures, the only success being in the
case of a coal combination v/hose tactics were so blatantly in
opposition to the public welfare that any other verdict would
have been a practical impossibility. Three cases of private
litigation were brought up, with none of them having an af-
firmative re suit .
^
Although Section Four of the Sherman -^aw made it
the duty of the Attorney General "to institute proceedings in
equity to restrain all violations" of the law, and although the
law was undeniably being violated by many combinations acting
in restraint of trade, throughout the thirty two months of
Harrison’s administration, his Attorney General, H. A. Miller
did not even mention the subject of that statute in his annual
reports of 1890-91. He gave a one page notice to it in 1892.
One of the most important features of the cases in-
stituted under the Harrison administration v/as the application
of the Sherman Law to labor organizations. Thus striking ware-
1. \Valker - Op. Clt . - Pages 63-86
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housemen in New Orleans were enjoined by the federal district
court for their interference with interstate commerce, this
judgement being sustained by the circuit Court of Appeals.
This application of the Sherman Law to labor organiza-
tions became very noticeable during the Cleveland administration,
since of the ten cases prosecuted by the Government on behalf
of the United States for violation of the Act, no less than
five were brought against men as alleged participants in labor
strikes. Pour of these were successful in the sense that these
strikes were held to be restraints of trade. Moreover of the
eight cases of private litigation the only two which had af-
firmative results were both in railroad labor strike cases.
Naturally perhaps, considerable indignation from
labor and other circles was directed towards the courts for
what was termed perversion of the purpose of the Act. How-
ever this tendency should not be blamed on the courts, since it
was one of the inevitable by-products of the broad terms in
the Sherman bill itself, in its prohibition of all agreements
in restraint of competition. The sponsors of the bill had ap-
parently given little or no thought to such a possible construc-
tion, and had made no proviso exempting combinations of labor.
The Knight Case
Early in the Cleveland administration was the famous
Knight Case;' where the Government sought an injunction against
a sugar combination producing 98^ of all the sugar refined in
the United States^ The bill was based on the fact that the
1«U. S. vs. E. C. I^night Co. et al., 60 Fed. Rep. 306-934”;
and 151 U. S. 1 (1893)
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American Sugar Refining Co., producing about 65^ of the refined
sugar produced in the country had purchased all the stock of
the E. C. Knight Co. and of three other Pennsylvania
corpora-
tions, all of which had been engaged in the refining of sugar
in Philadelphia, where they produced about 33;^ of all sugar
produced here. The Supreme Court opinion, delivered January
1895, denied the Government’s plea, drav/ing a distinction
between
manufacture and commerce; manufacture being necessarily localized
was not considered an interstate transaction and hence
beyond
the powers of the federal government to regulate.
The Court stated; "the contracts and acts of the
defendants related exclusively to the acquisition of the
delphia refineries and the business of sugar refini^ spates
delbhia. and bore no relation to commerce between the
t ...
It does not follow that an attempt to.. .to monopolize
. ..the manu-
fLture...was an attempt,.. to monopolize comnerce even though
in order to dispose of the product, the instrumentality
of
commerce was necessarily invoked.
This Knight decision marked the undoubted lovi point
in the enforcement history of the Sherman Law, and was
believed
by many legal minds to be fatal to federal control
of indus-
trial combinations. The Attorney General, December 1895,
in
answer to a House resolution calling upon him for a
report of
his efforts to enforce the antitrust laws, reported
that the
construction placed upon the act by the Knight Case
decision,
"removed manufacturers and producers of every
class from the
operation of the law.^He then proceeded to recommend
action by
the State Legislatures.
"The effect of the decision in the
1. Exec. DOC. NO. 234, 54th Cong., First
Session.
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manifest purpose and curb the great industrial trust, vdiich...
were making every effort to restrict production, control prices,
and monopolize the business.
While the very narrov/ interpretation of the "commerce
clause" by the Court seemed to preclude any possibility of
federal action, it has been pointed out that the true cause of
the defeat of the Government, was its poorly prepared case.
"No direct evidence that the sale of sugar across State lines,
and the control of the business of such sales and of prices,
were the chief object of the combination, was submitted to the
court; although these facts must have been easily capable of
proof.
Judicial Logic
The early enforcement of the Sherman Act was un-
doubtedly greatly handicapped by both the vagueness of terms
in the Act itself, and secondly that there was no formal ex-
position of the Act. Thus no publications were issued ex-
plaining the principles, meanings or practical working of the
Lav/ by its authors. Nothing comparable to the "Federalist"
writings of Hamilton, Madison or Jay vhich served as guiding
posts in the early days of the Constitution, appeared until
Tafts authoritative book in 1913.
However the Government won two important cases against
railroad associations, in which the Court gave literal enforce-
ment to the provisions of the Sherman Law. Both were cases of
almost identical principles but were significant in that much
discussion concerned the "reasonableness" of restraints. In
the Trans Missouri case the majority (5-4) opinion stated
"the plain and ordinary meaning of such language (i.e. of the
law) is not limited to that kind of contract alone vhich is
in unreasonable restraint of trade, but all contracts are in-
cluded in such language, and no exceptions or limitations
can be added without placing in the act that which was omitted
by Congress. . .If the act ought to be read as contended for by
the defendants (i.e. that only unreasonable restraints were
illegal). Congress is the body to amend it and not
1. "The Anti-Trust Act and the Supreme Coiu?t" Wm.Hov^’ard Taft, pg. 60.
2. Ibid.
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this court, "by a process of judicial legislation, wholly
unjustifiable . ’*1
In the Joint Traffic case soon afterv/ards, however.
the court excluded from the operation of the statute all res-
2
traints which would be reasonable at common law.
The most renov/ned victory during the McKinley ad-
ministration was the Addyston Pipe Case. The government bill
of complaint struck at a contract existing between various manu-
facturing companies in iron pipe, who although retaining separate
corporate lives, through secret bids, freight rated and alloca-
tion of markets, maintained prices and shared profits. The Cir-
cuit Court, later upheld by the Supreme Court, decided that this
contract existing between the defendants "however reasonable the
prices they fixed, however great the competition they had to en-
counter, and hov/ever great the necessity for curbing themselves
by joint agreement from cormnitting financial suicide by ill-advised
competition. . .was void at common law," and was in restraint of
trade, and certainly within the jurisdiction of Congress.^
Another government victory during this administration
against an association of coal raining companies who fixed prices
and markets among themselves, was noteworthy principally because
of the clarity of the logic in the Circuit Court opinion of
Judge
Day "By the Constitution of the United States, Coi^ress is
given plenary powers to regulate commerce between the states and
with foreign nations. In the exercise of this power. Congress
....may prohibit individuals by contract or otherwise, from im-
1. U. S. vs. Trans-Missouri Freight Association, 166 U. S.
290-340 (1897
2. U. S. vs. U. S. Joint Traffic Association, 171 U.
S. 93 (1898)
3. U. S. vs. Addyston Pipe Co. 175 U. S. 211 (1898);
85 Fed. Hep.
271 (1899)
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peding the free and untramelled flov/ of such trade. In the
exercise of this right. Congress has seen fit to prohibit all
contracts in restraint of trade. It has not left to the Courts
the consideration of the question whether or not such restraint
is reasonable or unreasonable, or whether or not the contract
would have been illegal at common law. The act leaves for
consideration by judicial authority no question of this char-
acter, but all combinations and contracts are declared illegal
if in restraint of trade... It was believed and declared (in
common law) that the public interests were best served when
commerce and trade were left unfettered by combinations which
had the effect to destroy competition in whole or in part.
It was in this same spirit and with the same end in view,
that Congress passed the act...which is aimed to maintain
interstate commerce upon the basis of free competition, and
contracts viiich have the tendency to restrain that freedom
are within the condemnation of the law. The courts are not
concerned with the policy of the law. It is not for them to
inquire vh ether it be true, as is often alleged, that this
is a mistaken public policy, and combinations in the reduction
of the cost of production, cheapened transportation, and lovfered
cost to the consumer, have been productive of more good than
evil to the public. The constitution had delegated to Congress
the right to control and regulate commerce betv/een the States.
In the exercise of this ri^t, it has declared for that policy
which shall keep competition free, and leave interstate com-
merce open to all, without the right of any to fetter it by
contracts or combinations which shall put in under restraint.
1. U.S. vs. Chespeake & Ohio Fuel Co. et . al. 115 Fed. Rep. 61o
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II THE '*TRUST
-BUSTING" ERA
The Northern Securities Case
In 1901, in spectacular move, a $400,000p00 holding
company, the Northern Securities Co. was formed, bringing to-
gether two hitherto competing railroads, the Northern Pacific
and the Great Northern. A government decree enjoining the iy/o
companies from paying dividends to the holding company and fur-
ther enjoining the holding company from exercising any control
over the two railroads, was upheld March, 1903 in the Circuit
Court for Minnesota. The court opinion pointed out that the
combination aimed at the lessening of competition; it declared
that if an individual were given the majority of stock of both
companies and had been empowered to vote the stock as his own,
receive all the dividends thereon and distribute them among the
stockholders, the result v/ould be "a combination in direct res-
traint of interstate commerce, because it v/ould have place in
the hands (of the individual) .. .the power to suppress competition
between two interstate carriers, whose lines are practically
parallel .
"
"It is manifest therefore, that the New Jersey charter
of the Northern Security Company is about the only shield that
the defendants can interpose between themselves and the law.
The reasoning which led to the acquisition of the charter would
seem to have been that while, as individuals, the promoters
could not, by agreement among themselves, place the majority of
the stock of the two parallel and competing railroads in the
hands of a single person, or few persons, might create a purely
fictitious person termed a corporation, which could neither think
nor act except as they directed, and by placing the same stock
in the name of that artificial being, could accomplish that
same purpose. The manifest unreasonableness of such a propos
-
tion and the grave consequences sure to follow from its approval,
must compel us to assume that it must be unsound; especially
when we reflect that the law... always looks at the
lished, rather than the particular devices or means by which it
has been accomplished.
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"The trust law has been violated and the government
is entitled to a decree."^
The Supreme Court, March 14, 1904, upheld the find-
ings of the Circuit Court in a five-four decision. The result
caused a sensation throughout the entire countr^^. "The action
was sensational in all respects--as a reversal of itself by the
Supreme Court of the United States (i.e. from the Knight Case)
,
in its effects on corporate industry, in its assertion that as
2
between government and business, government is supreme.
President Theodore Roosevelt triumphantly remarked;
"...The Northern Securities suit is one of the great achievments
of my administration. I look back upon it with pride, for through
it we emphasized the fact that the most powerful men in this
country were held to accountability before the law. It was
necessary to reverse the Knight case in the interest of the
people against monopoly and privilege, just as it had been
necessary to reverse the Dred Scott case in the interests of the
people against slavery and privilege. The success of the North-
ern Securities case definitely established the power of the
government to deal with all great corporations.
The Roosevelt Policy
During the Roosevelt administration a definite modifi-
cation of policy may be noticed, distinguishing it from the more
simplified philosophy of Senator Sherman’s colleagues. Thus
the President, in his annual message, December 1902,
said:
"In curbing and regulating the combinations of capital
^hich
are or mav become, injurious to the public, we must be careful
not to stop the great enterprises "^loh have legitimately
reduced
the cost of production, not to abandon the °iKoSd ^
has won in the leadership of the International industiial
w rl ,
not to strike down wealth with the result of =^°®tnE
factories
and mines, or turning the wage earner idle in the
streets^and
leaving the farmer without a market for what he gr
1. U. S. vs Northern Securities Co. et. al. 120
Fed. 721 193
U. S. 197
2. Op.Cit. "Our Times" - page 463
3. "Our Times" - Pages 463- Ibid.
4. Messages and Papers of the Presidents
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Again insisting on the distinction betv/een ’’good"
and "bad" combinations,^ President Roosevelt in his annual
message of 1906, said; The actual vjorking of our lav/s has shown
that the effort to prohibit all combinations, good or bad, is
noxious where it is not ineffective. Combination of capital,
like combination of labor, is a necessary element of our present
industrial system. It is not possible completely to prevent
it; and if it were possible, such complete prevention would do
damage to the body politic. V-Tiat w'e need is not vainly to try
to prevent all combinations, but to secure such rigorous and
adequate control and supervision of the combinations as to
prevent their injuring the public, or existing in such form as
inevitably to threaten injury--for the mere fact that a com-
bination has secured practically complete control of a necessary
of life would under any circumstances shov/ that such combina-
tion v/as to presumed to be adverse to the public interest. It
is unfortunate that our present laws v/hould forbid all combina-
tions v/hich do good and those combinations which do evil."
The Philosophy underlying the activities of Attorney
General Knox famous as a "trust -buster" is important, since it
formed the basis of later legislation. In a letter sent to
Senator Hoar of the Senate Judiciary Committee, January 8, 1903,
Knox said: "The end desired by an overwhelming majority of the
people of all sections of the country is that combinations of
capital should be regulated and not destroyed, and that measures
should be taken to correct the tendency towards monopolization
of the industrial business of the country... In my judgement,
a monopoly is any industry would be impossible in this country,
where money is abundant and cheap and in the hands or within
the reach of keen and capable men, if competition v^rere assured
of a fair and open field and protected against unfair, artificial
and descriminating practices ... If the law v/ill guarantee to the
small producer protection against piratical methods in competi-
tion and keep the highways to the markets open and available to
him for the same tolls charged to the pov/erful competitor he
will manage to live and thrive to an astonishing degree."^
1. Messages and Papers of the Presidents 7040
2. gen. Doc, No. 73, 57th Cong. Second Session,
page 15.
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The Rule of Reason
Landmarks in the history of antitrust policy
were the promulgation of the "rule of reason" in the Standard
Oil and American Tobacco cases.
The Standard Oil Case: The Standard Oil
Company of New Jersey in 1899 had become a holding company market-
ing through its subsidiaries more than eighty percent of
all
illuminating oil sold in the country; manufactured more than
seventy five percent of all petroleum refined, sold more
than
eighty percent of the naptha and sold more than ninety percent
of all lubricating oil sold to railroads in the United States.^
The government bill charged that the company
was a combination in restraint of trade and a monopoly and
pleaded that it be enjoined from exercising control in any
manner over its const itutent members.
The Circuit Court (of Missouri) unanimous-
ly upheld the government’s plea, November 1909. The
decision
after listing the early history of the trust, stated
that the
holding company, "by means of this trust and the
commanding
vol^S^orthHil business which it acquired thereby, secured
and has since exercised and is using, the power
o
competition,...between the companies which it controls^^t^^
fix for them the purchase price of the crude , r^-no-
for its transportation, and the selling prices
ducts It has prevented, and is preventing, any
competi
tion in interstate and lAternatlonal commerce
in
Ld its products between its subsidiary companies, and bet-
ween these companies and itself.
1 Tohn D. Clark. Appendix D-1, page S41
2! U. S. vs. Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey et
Fted. Kep. 177-221 U. S. 60-62.
al. 173
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The Supreme Court upheld the findings of the Cir-
cuit Court. Chief Justice TA.Tiite in his interpretation of
Sections One-Two of the Sherman Law, after reviewing common
law and United States Law in restraint of trade, said in part
"The statute under this viev/ evidenced the intent not to res-
train the right to make a nd enforce contracts, whether result
ing from combination or otherwise, which did not unduly res-
train interstate or international commerce but to protect
that commerce from being restrained by methods whether old
or new, which would constitute an interference that is an
undue restraint .. .Thus not specifying but indubitably con-
templating and requiring a standard, it follov/s that it
was intended that the standard of reason which had been ap-
plied at common lav/ and in this country in dealing with sub-
jects of the character embraced by the statue, was intend-
ed to be the measure used for the purpose of determining
whether in a given case a particular act had or had not
brought about the wrong against which the statute provided
statute by the comprehensiveness of the enumerations
embodied in both the first and second sections makes it
certain that its purpose wps to prevent undue restraints
of every kind and nature."
Justice Harlan, the only dissenter, objected to
the "judicial legislation" in inserting the words "undue"
and "standard of reason" into the interpretation of the
act.
The American Tobacco Case ; This "rule of reason
v/as reaffirmed in the Tobacco Case, where the Court found
to be in undue restraint of interstate and foreign trade,
"The 'Tobacco Trust' so called, consists of oyer fifty
porations which controls a greatly preponderating proportion
of the tobacco business in the United States... in ea
all its branches; in some branches the volume being
high
as ninety five percent. Prior to their absorption
many of
these corporations had been active competitors .. .They
compet
ed in the purchase of raw materials, in lantsjobbing and in selling to the consumer. Today
which have not been closed are with one or '
under the absolute domination of the
Should a party with moderate capital desire
field, it would be difficult to do so against
""
of this combination. . .in many instances it is evident
th t
if not acutally compelled to join they (the corporations)
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rather than face an unequal trade war, in v/hich the odds
were all against them and in which success could onlv be
achieved by a ruinous expenditure of time and money. '1
Exposition of Rule
The enunciating of the "rule of reason" caused
numerous reverberations, and in fact was one of the lead-
ing factors motivating later anti trust legislation. How-
ever in Mr. Taft’s authoritative book, it is pointed out
2
that it was the only logical interpretation.
Mr. Taft points out that at cominon law, a con-
tract entered into with the sole object of restraining the
exercise of a trade or a profession was void. Hov/ever if
the restraint is merely incidental to the main purpose of
the agreement, which may, for example, be to secure a fair
price for a business sold, then it is not void. If hovrever,
the restraint is broader than is reasonably necessary for
the purpose it is void.
By the mere application of the accepted judicial
technique of analogical reasoning this common law distinction
could be applied to the decisions under the Sherman Law.
"Any agreement between two or more competing companies of
which the sole purpose is to restrain competition, say by
fixing prices, or by apportioning territory, or restricting
output, is unlawful at common law and indictable under the
Sherman Law. It makes no difference how laudable the pur-
pose or motive, or hov; beneficial the result; if restraint
alone, whether partial or general, is tbe sole purpose of
the contract, it is void. If hov/ever, the restraint upon
competition accompanies a transfer of property or other
legitimate business trans-action, it becomes necessary to
consider the scope and purpose of the restraint. Every
1. U. S. vs. the American Tobacco Co. et al. 164 Fed. Rep.
700
2. Taft--pages 113-115. Op. Git.
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coinbination of competitors restrains, because it eliminates
the mutual competition of the combining units, but every such
combination is not illegal. If the purpose is to promote
economy and efficiency, the combination is legal; but if its
real purpose is to eliminate comjpetition as a step to control
the market, the transaction is illegal,
"In substance this is Justice White’s rule of rea-
son, which treated as illegal those contracts ’Which were un-
reasonably restrictive of competitive conditions, either from
the nature or character of the contract or act, where the sur-
rounding circumstances were such as to justify the conclusion
that they had not been entered into or performed with the
legitimate purpose of reasonably forwarding personal Interest
and developing trade, but on the contrary were of such a
character as to give rise to the inference or presumption
that they had been entered into or done v;ith the intent to
do wrong to the general public and to limit the right of in-
dividuals, thus restraining the free flow of commerce, and
tending to bring about the evils, such as enhancement of
prices, which were considered to be against public policy,"
Mr. Taft further points out that here was a legal
principle capable of logical application and development,
which judges could employ without going into the field of
economic or political expediency. "To determine whether or
not a given combination or contract, though in restraint of
trade, is nevertheless so beneficial in its economic effects
as to be worth pr otecting . . . is to exercise a legislative power
which should never be entrusted to the courts. To decide
whether or not such a restraint is merely incidental to a
legitimate business transaction, and not the main purpose
of the contract, is not assuming legislative power at all.
It is only exercising the function that courts have exercised
in applying a well-measured and definite yardstick to con-
tracts incidental and ancillary for now more than three
centuries . "i
In official language, v/hile he was President,
Mr, Taft enunciated his philosophy in his annual message
2to Congress, January 1910.
"...We must infer that the evil aimed at v/as not
the mere bigness of the enterprise, but it was the aggregation
of capital and plants with the express or implied intent to
1. Ibid, pages 115-116.
2, Walker - Op. Cit. Page 274
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restrain interstate or foreign commerce, or to monopolize
in whole or in part. Monopoly restrains competition utterly,
and restraint of the full and free operation of competition
has a tendency to restrain commerce and trade. A combination
of persons, formerly engaged in trade as partnerships or
corporations or otherv/ise, of course eliminates the competi-
tion that existed between them; but the incidental ending
of that competition is not to be necessarily regarded as a
direct restraint of trade, unless of such an all-embracing
character that the intention and effect to restrain trade
are apparant from the circumstances, or are expressly dec-
lared to be the object of the combination.
’’a mere incidental restraint of trade and competi-
tion is not within the inhibition of the act, but it is v/here
the combination or conspiracy or contract is inevitably and
directly a substantial restraint of competition and so a
restraint of trade, that the statute is violated. . .But if
they attempt by a use of their preponderating capital and
by a sale of their goods temporarily at unduly low prices
to drive out of business their competitors, or if they attempt,
by exclusive contracts with their patrons and threats of non
dealing except upon such contracts, or by other methods of
a similar character, to use the largeness of their resources
and their extent of output, compared with the total output,
as a means of compelling custom and frightening off competi-
tion, then they disclose a purpose to restrain trade and
to establish a monopoly and violate the act.
"The object of the antitrust law was to suppress
the abuses of business of the kind described. It v/as not
to interfere with a great volume of capital which, con-
centrated under one organization, reduced the cost of pro-
duction and made its profits thereby, and took no advantage
of its size by methods akin to duress to stifle competition
with it."!
President Taft was explicit in his opposition to
any statutory distinctions between "good'* and "bad" trusts,
expressing the fear that it might involve our judicial systems
in a catastrophe to call upon it to determine, without the
aid of precedents, v/hether a monopoly was a public benefit
or a public burden.
1. Messages and Papers of the Presidents, 74o0-7454.
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III LEGISLATION OP 1914
Congressional Study of the Problem
In 1911 a Senate ComiTiission was set up to study
conditions in interstate commerce, looking to advisability
of revising the antitrust laws. The report said in part:
"In the present status of our public policy to the great cor-
porated problem we have at least two leading and divergent
schools of thought, two tendencies, each toward a different
method of procedure. The one desires to maintain, by govern-
ment action if need be, the full competitive system and to
rely chiefly on competition as the regulator of corporate
business. The Sherman antitrust law strongly illustrates
this principle.
"The other school inclines rather—to state the
extremes --toward freely allov/ing combination, both present
and future, applying thereto governmental supervision and
direction as the prime regulator."!
(Committee hearings continued from august 1911
to March 1912.^ Opinion in the main favored the continuance
of the Sherman Act but there was sharp division as to whether
or not some federal authority should be set up v/hich would
have the power to fix prices; again another widely held
opinion held that authority should be given to a federal
commission to approve agreements in which competitors fixed
prices, under extreme conditions of business difficulty.
Antagonism towards the "rule of reason" was ex-
pressed in the Commission’s report; "The Commission has full
confidence in the integrity and intelligence and patriotism
of the Supreme Court of the United States, but is is un-
willing to repose in that Court, or any other court, the
vast and undefined poser which it must exercise in the ad-
1. Report of the Com. on interstate . U. S. Senate 62nd Cong.
third session.
2. John D. Clark - Federal Trust Policy pages lOb-142
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ministration of the statute (Sherman) under the rules which
it has promulgatecL It substitutes the Court in the place of
Congress, for whenever the rule is invoked the Court does
not adiainister the law, but makes the law...The people of
this country will not permit the courts to declare a policy
for them with respect to this subject. If we do not prompt-
ly exercise our legislative pov/er, the courts v;ill suffer
.. .injury .. .in the loss of respect. It is inconceivable that
in a country governed by a written Constitution and statute
lav;, the courts can be permitted to test each restraint of
trade by the economic standard which the individual members
of the court may happen to approve.
"If we do not speedily prescribe, in so far as
we can, a legislative rule by which to measure the forms
of contract and combination in restraint of orade with
which we are familiar, or which we can anticipate, v;e
cease to be a government of law, and become a government
of men, and moreover, of a very few men, and they appointed
by the President."^
The Wilson Policy
President Wilson’s theories did not coincide with
Roosevelt’s or Taft’s which in substance held that trusts
were natural evolutions of the industrial system and as
such should be regulated rather than prohibited. V’ilson held
that efficiency did not increase v;ith size after a certain
point had been reached. Trusts did not grow-but were created
to avoid competition on an efficiency basis, and thereby to
sustain an organization after it had passed the efficiency
point. Being inefficient they were vulnerable to
competition
unless they were unable to defeat their smaller competitors
by unfair practices. Hence the necessary legislation
should
be that which was aimed at the prevention of such
unfair
competition.
1. Op. Cit. Report of Coimnlssionei' of interstate
Commerce
2. "Monopoly of Opportunity" - The New Freedom, Chap.
VIII.
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This V/ilsonian theory--or more properly credited
to Justice Brandeis—holding that large combinations of capit-
al were inherently wasteful and uneconomic and able to retain
their power only through unethical trade practices, resulted
in the Clayton Act.
Background of Legislation
The idea at the basis of the Federal Trade Com-
juission Act rested on the belief that some sort of a tribunal
was necessary, with power to mold and adapt the law to each
new situation, since it was realized that the forms of unfair
trade practices were myriad and everchanging . Since business,
legal and economic problems would be encountered the commis-
sion was conceived to include businessmen, lawyers, econo-
mists and publicist. It basically represented a revolt against
the alleged usurpation of power by the Court in its rule of
reason. Moreover a steady body for administration was wanted,
rather than allowing the Department of Justice, with its
shifting personnel to be the sole agency of enforcement.
Support for this new commission came from tv/o dif-
fering schools of thought. The first came from business who
wanted a tribunal representing the public interest which would
give approval in advance to certain transactions, and thus
give some assurance of legality to the particular transaction.
Plans presented to the Senate Commission on Interstate Com-
merce had in common the theory of "advice in advance", in
the nature of an administrative "declaratory judgement" to
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obviate uncertainty and litigation.^
Hov/ever the motive of such sponsors as Senators
Newlands and Cummins was that the commission v/ould be more a
effective agency for the enforcement of the antitrust laws.
The purpose was to maintain competitive conditions--"a field
free to all"--but to eliminate the delays incident to judicial
enforcement
.
”lt is believed that through the intervention
of such a body of men the legislative policy with respect
to combinations and monopolies could be vastly more ef-
fective than through the courts alone, which in most cases
will take no cognizance of violations of the law until months
or years after the violation occurs, and when the difficulty
of rewarding reparation for the violation is almost insurmount-
able .
Stressing of this aspect caused considerable re-
sentment among business circles which had been misled by
President Wilson’s announced intentions of setting up an
"advisory" board.
President V/ilson, in his message, January 1914,
gave his approval to the establishment of such a commission.
"The opinion of the country would instantly approve of such
a comiaission. It v/ould not v/ish to see it empowered to make
terms with monopoly, or in any sort to assume control of
business, as if the Government made itself responsible, it
demands such a corrmiission only as an indispensable instru-
ment of information and publicity, as a clearing bourse for
the facts by which both the public mind and the man£€Q?s of
great business undertakings shall be guided, and as an in-
strumentality for doing justice to business, where the pro-
cesses of the courts or the natui*al forces of correction
outside the courts are inadequate to adjust the remedy to
the wrong in a v/ay that will meet all the equities and cir-
cumstances of the case."S
1. Senate Hearings, Report of the Sen. Com. on Interstate
Com, Peb.26, 1913 page 15
2. Ibid.
3. Document 625, H. R. 63d. Cong.
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This keynote was adopted by both Houses; after
considerable debate the Trade Cornraission Bill was reintro-
duced into the House by Representative Covington, and re-
ported by the Comiidttee March 16, 1914. In addition an
omnibus anti -trust bill was introduced by Representative
Clayton on April 14. After numerous changes the Trade
Commission Act passed the Senate, august 5, and was approved
September 26. On October 15 the Clayton Act v/as approved.
The Federal Trade Commission Act ^
1.
Created the Federal Trade Commission composed of five
members, to be appointed by the President, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate.
2.
Salaries of the commissioners were set at |10,000 a year.
3. Disbanded the Bureau of Corporations, whose activities
were incorporated under the new commission.
4. . Defined "commerce", "corporation", "documentary^ evidence",
"acts to regulate commerce", and 'Antitrust acts .
Declared unlawful "unfair methods of competition in inter-
state commerce". "V.lienever the commission shall have
reason to believe that any . . . conrporation has been or
is using any unfair methods of competition in co^rmierce,
and if it appear .. .that a proceeding .. .would be to the
interest of the public it shall issue and serve .. .a comp-
laint,... and a notice of hearing... The person, partner-
ship or corporation complained of shall have the right
to appear... and show cause why an order
entered by the commission. . .to cease and desist . ..The
findings of the commission as t o facts, if supported by
testimony, shall be conclusive .. .The commission may
modify its findings .. .by reason of additional evidence.
The commission may apply to the circuit court of appeals
of the United States... for the enforcement of its order
...subject to review by the Supreme Court upon certiorari.
The Comraission was empowered to gather anf compile infor-
mation, and to investigate business.
l.Pub. Law - No. 203 - 63d Cong. - HR15613
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7. Provided that the eonmission cooperate with the At-
torney General in prosecution of cases.
8. Provided for cooperation from the other government
departments
.
9. Concerned evidence, witnesses and testimony, and a man-
damus to enforce obedience to the Act.
10. Failure to attend and testify, willful false stateiiient s
,
removal or mutilation of, file information were subjected
to fines.
11. Nothing in this Act was to be construed as a modifica-
tion of the Sherman Lav/.
The Clayton Act ^
1. Defined the Act, "commerce" and the word "person" to
include corporations.
2. Prohibited discrimination in price between different
purchasers of coiiimodities of jiike grade and quality...
where the effect of such discrimination may be substan-
tially to lessen competition to tend to create a mono-
poly. Differential v/ere allowed w'hich made only due
allowance for differences in the cost of manufacture,
> sale or delivery resulting from differing methods or
quantities sold. Nothing is the act prevented persons
from selecting their own customers, or from changing
prices in sales of good faith to meet competition.
3. Prohibited exclusive dealing or tying contracts.
4. Triple damages were permitted for private litigants.
5. A final decree rendered in a suit brought by the Govern-
ment was held to be prima facie evidence against the same
defendant in private litigation.
6. Labor of human beings was held not to be an article of
commerce
.
7. Corporations v/ere prohibited from acquiring stock of other
corporations where the effect would be the substantial
lessening of competition. Banks and conmion carriers
were exempted.
8. Prohibited interlocking directorates, with especial refer-
ence to banks
1. Pub. Law - No. 212 -63d Cong. H. K. 15657
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9. Declared willful misapplication of moneys of a coirur.on
carrier to Pe a felony.
10. Limited the dealings which a cox.mion carrier might have
with another where there existed the case of inter-
locking directorates.
11. 3et jurisdiction to enforce complaints with the Federal
Trade Commission in general business; The Interstate
Commerce Commission with reference to common carriers;
and the Federal Reserve Board where applicable to banks,
12. Set place of proceedings under the antitrust laws.
13. Provided for the subpoena of witnesses for the Government.
14. Violations made corporation officers liable to fines not
exceeding $5,000 or by imprisonment not exceeding one year.
15. Gave the several district courts jurisdiction over the
act
.
16. Provided injunctive relief for those threatened with loss
by violation of the antitrust laws.
17. Preliminary injunctions and temporary restraining orders
were limited by necessity of ability to show immediate
or irreparable injury or loss.
18. No restraining order or interlocutory order of injunc-
tion was allowed without giving security by the applicant.
19. Provided that injunction orders must be specific and de-
tailed.
20. Restricted issuance of injunction v/ith regard to labor
disputes to cases where irreparable daxuage could be shown.
21. Disobedience of writs or process’ was termed to be in con-
tempt of court
.
22. Fixed rules to show cause or ai>rest.
^3. Provided for evidence and appeals.
24. Provided for cases of contempt which were exempted.
25. Fixed the proceedings for contempt.
26. Provided for seperation of clauses in the event oj. in-
validation of any of the clauses of the act.
iv.
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Legal Innovations
These new laws embodied five nev/ principles of sub-
stantive lav/, four of which were in the Clayton Act, the other
in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
The first of these was Section Two of the Clayton
Act, relating to price discriminations. This section was de-
signed to meet a dual form of discrimination. The first was
exemplified by the case of a national firm carrying on a tem-
porary and local practice of price cutting j the second v/as
the case of discriminations designed to place purchasers or
groups of purchasers at an unfair advantage as compared to
competitors who purchased at a more favorable price. The
final wording stated that these discriminations were illegal
where their effect would be the substantial lessening of
competition, or tending towards a monopoly.
The second was Section Three of the Clayton Act,
relating to exclusive or tying contracts. This also related
to a dual problem. First it was to meet the case of a man-
ufacturer of an article, generally a patented machine, who
sold or leased it with the stipulation that it could be used
only in connection with other machinery or supplies or ac-
cessories also made by the seller or lessor, but not covered
by patents. (The validity of such tieing contracts had
been
sustained by the Supreme Court. ^ It was also to cover the case
of a manufacturer who required of his wholesale or retail
dis-
tributers an agreement not to handle the products of
the man-
1. Henry vs. A. B . Dick Co. 224 U. S. 1 (1912)
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ufacturers competitors. Here again these practices were
declared to be unlawful only where their effect were the
substantial lessening of competition or the tendency to
create a monopoly.
The third of these new principles was in Section
Seven of the Clayton Act, v/here it v/as made an offense for a
corporation to acquire the whole or any part of the stock
of another corporation similarly engaged. Stock purchased
solely for investment, and acquisitions grov/ing out of the
formation of subsidiary orgainizations in order to carry on
their "immediate lawful business" were safeguarded.
The fourth principle was embodied in Section Eight
of the Clayton act, v/hich made it illegal for competitors to
have interlocking directorates, as in the prior sections the
criterion was made the substantial lessening of competition
and the tendency towards monopoly.
All of these principles as introduced in the orig-
inal Clayton Bill carried criminal penalties; all criminal
penalties for specific modes of action were removed and their
practice were made merely unlawful where their effects were
the substantial lessenning of competition or tending towards
the creation of monopoly.
The fifth principle was Section Five of the Federal
Trade Commission act, where the cornraission was given the authO]>
ity to issue restraining orders against "unfair competition ;
(meaning thereby the specific practice enumerated in the
Clayton Act). The committee report said " it is believed
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that the term ’ unfair competition’ has a legal signifi-
cance which can be enforced by the Commission and the courts,
and that it is no more difficult to determine what is unfair
competition than it is to determine what is a reasonable rate
or what is unjust discrimination. The cormnittee was of the
opinion that it would be better to put in a general pro-
vision condemning unfair competition than to attempt to
define the numerous unfair practices,.."!
Thus in Section Five of the Trade Commission ^ct
no specific rules of conduct v/ere prescribed. The section
merely stated a general ethical and economic principle, and
relied upon the course of administration and judicial deci-
sion to give it content. In some ways it was broader in
scope than the Sherman Lav/, v/hile narrower in other v/aye.
Thus on the one hand it covered a multitude of deceptive
practices which might bear no relation with the problems of
monopoly or restraint of trade. On the other hand it covered
only a part of the field to v/hich the law of restraints and
monopolies is applicable. It covered only acts of competi-
tion between parties.
The inability or at least unwillingness of Congress
to define "unfair methods of competition" has been held by
some to be a failure, and hence to have been the cause of
"failure" of the Federal Trade Commission to preserve com-
petition in American business.
At any rate it is obvious that no objective stand-
ard of judgement had been created by Congress. In the Standard
Oil case the approach to the problem has been put on a strictly
empirical basis, namely that the Sherman Act forbids, such
combinations, regardless of their form, which the Court, after
1. Senate Report 597, page 13.
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the event regards as unreasonable, i.e. improper. No ob-
jective criterion was adopted; legality was dependent upon
varying factors in each case and upon the intuitive reactions
of a majority of the judges.
This standard of ''unfair methods of competition"
might include either a wholly new discretionary control, a
nev; public economic policy, or simply a re-enactment of the
prior lav/ v/ith a new enforcement agency and procedure. The
courts were forced to choose between these alternatives.
If the former alternative had been accepted it would have
undoubtedly led to an unconstitutional delegation of legis-
lative power (as later was the National Industrial Relations
Act invalidated)^
Actually, hov/ever, in accepting the second alter-
native, the Supreme Court confined the pov/ers of the Com-
mission to the definitions of unfair competition as had been
set up by common law precedents and its consideration of the
reasonableness of competitive conduct under the Sherman law
jurisdiction.
1. Schechter Poutlry Corporation vs. U. S.
55 Sup. Court 837 (1935)
295 U. S. 495
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IV. MODIFICATIONS OF THE STATUS OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
Procedure .
All formal proceedings before the Federal Trade
Commission must be set in motion by a complaint issued by
the Commission, and served on the person complained of, em-
bodying the charges and setting a day for hearing. No one
else can issue a complaint; individuals may bring matters
to the attention of the Commission but they never become
parties to the proceedings.
V/hen an application for complaint is received,
the essential jurisdictional elements are first considered.
An investigator-generally an attorney--is assigned to the
application and he directs his attention to the elements of
fact necessary to sustain a complaint, as well as to prac-
tical questions of testimony and proof which will be encoun-
tered if a complaint is issued. A report is dravm with
specific recommendations either for issuance or dismissal
of the complaint. This is reviev/ed by an assistant chief
examiner, and then transmitted to the board of review. This
is an advisory board which analyses the evidence and pre-
pares an opinion applying the law to the facts, and submits
its report to the Commission, v/ith its recommendation of the
course of action to be taken. The course of action has three
alternatives, to close the action, to seek to have a stipula-
tion signed by the party complained of agreeing to the facts
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and agreeing to cease and desist from pursuing this course
of action, or thirdly issuance of a formal complaint.
The clerk of the Commission assigns the application,
by rotation to one of the Commissioners, who in turn files a
memorandum v/ith a written recommendation. Upon this the whole
Commission makes a decision whether it ’’has reason to believe”
that there has been a violation of the law. These are all
preliminaries, and as yet the party complained of may not
even knov; that he is being investigated. All the proceed-
ings prior to the issuance of formal complaint or publication
of a stipulation are confidential.
The issuance of the complaint and all subsequent
proceedings are public records. Under the Clayton Act the
issuance of the complaint follov/s as a matter of course where
the Commission “has reason to believe” that there has been a
violation of the law. Under the Federal Trade Commission Act
there is the further requirement that "it shall appear to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would
be in the interest of the public.”
”lt is the policy of the Commission not to in-
stitute proceedings ... where the alleged violation of the
lav/ is a private controversy redressable in the courts, ex-
cept where said practices tend to affect the public. In
cases where the alleged injury is one to a competitor only
and is redressable in the courts by an action by the ag-
grieved competitor and the interest of the public is not
involved, the proceeding will not be entertained.”^
1. Fed. Trade Com. Rules, Policy, and Acts, May 21, 1938.
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The complaint is drafted by the office of the
Chief Counsel, and approved by the Commission, thus giving
the body two separate opportunities to acquaint itself with
the subject matter of the controversy; first where it con-
siders v/hether or not it "has reason to believe" there has
been a violation, and secondly v/hen it approves the form of
the charges# The complaint is the foundation of the whole
proceeding and the Supreme Court has held that unless the
complaint sets forth sufficient facts to show on its face
a violation of the law, an order based upon it will be set
aside, even where apparently the order was fully warranted
by the evidence.
Service of the complaint is made by the Docket
Section in the name of the Secretary of the Commission.
V/ithin thirty days of the service of the complaint the de-
fendant is supposed to file an answer containing "a short
and simple statement of the facts which constitute the
grounds of defense. This answer is the only defensive
pleading or motion permitted by the rules of the Commission.
No demurrer, or motion to dismiss, will be entertained by
the Commission, either on jurisdictional grounds or on the
grounds that the facts alleged do not constitute a violation
of the lav/.
There is a provision that "the jurisdiction of
the Circuit Court of Appeals of the United States to enforce,
set aside or modify orders of the Commission shall be ex-
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clusive.” Thus appeal can he made only to the Circuit Court
in order to set aside or modify a proceeding; attempts to en
join proceedings have, to date, been failures, since the
courts seem to feel that such a jurisdiction would be in-
consistent with the purposes of the act.^
One decision clearly enunciates court opinion on
this matter. " . . .ViHiat is really sought by petitioners (seek-
ing a dismissal of the Commission's complaint) is that this
court should halt inquiry at the threshold, exercising in
effect, the pov/ers of a court of original jurisdiction, in
which a cause is pending .. .The procedure invoked is similar,
in effect, to that prevailing in a court of original
jurisdiction which has control of the successive steps of
pleading, practice, trial and final judgement of decree.
But it must be remembered that the court has no original
jurisdiction of this nature. Its functions are confined
to a review of certain acts of the Federal Trade Commission
which are specifically defined by Congress ... It was not in-
tended that the Circuit Court of Appeals should be drawn
into original conduct of these investigations. If this
court is to exercise plenary pov/er and control in determin-
ing at the outset v/hat party shall be dealt with, what in-
vestigations shall be made, and what recommendations sub-
mitted, then it has, in effect, been constituted an original
trial tribunal . .
.
"...The pov/er of the Court is limited to the en
forcement of the final orders of the Commission to cease
and desist, upon the application of the Commission, and to
revie V/ of such orders at the request of the party against
whom such orders are made, and in such cases it has the
pov/er to enforce, affirm, modify or set aside, as it may
deem proper."^
The next step is the trial of the facts. A
Commissioner or an examiner is appointed by formal resolu-
tion to hold hearings at a convenient time and place. The
1. T.C.Hurst & Son vs. P.T.C. et.al., 268 Fed. 374 (1920).
2. Chamber of Commerce of Minneapolis et.al. vs. F.T.C.
et.al., 280 Fed. 45.
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examiner is a member of the examining division of the Legal
Department, appointed on the recommendation of the Chief
Examiner; The Commission is also represented in its pro-
secuting capacity- -it must be realized that the Commission
has the dual position of judicial and prosecuting categories.
The person complained of is given the authority
to appear and shovi cause why an order should not be issued;
the only factor actually necessitating presentation of
testimony by the Commission, in support of its complaint is
the item which says that the findings of the Commission as
to facts, "if supported by testimony" shall be conclusive.
Provisions are made for the compelling the attend-
ance of witnesses and the production of documentary testimony,
since neglect or refusal to answer in reply to a subpoena is
"punishable by imprisonment of not more than a year, or by
fine of not less than $1,000 nor more than $6,000, or both.^
Also district courts may by contempt proceedings compel the
attendance of contumacious witnesses.
After the submission of evidence in support of
the complaint, and then on behalf of the respondent, the
trial examine^' prepares a report of the evidence for the
information of the Commission, counsel of the Commission,
and counsel for the respondent. Exceptions to the trial
examiner’s report may be taken by counsel for either side.
1. F.T.C. Act, Section 10
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V/ithin a stated time after the trial examiner’s
report is made, briefs are filed, and the case is set for
final (oral) argument before the Commission. Thereafter
the Commission reaches a decision either sustaining the
charges made in the complaint, or dismissing the complaint,
or closing the case.
If the complaint is sustained, the Commission
makes its findings as to the facts and states its conclusion
that the lav/ has been violated, and thereupon an order is
issued requiring the respondent to cease and desist from such
violation.
If the complaint is dismissed or closed, an ap-
propriate order is issued; sometimes such orders are ac-
companied by written opinions, although more often reasons
for the action appear only in the order.
The drafting of the order is a complex problem.
The complaint may involve one or several violations of the
law. If the order of cease and desist is too general it
goes beyond the practice which the respondent is found to
have used. If it is too narrov/, it can be evaded by a slight
modification of the practice.
Up to and including the cease and desist order
there is no difference in procedure whether the case is un-
der the Federal Trade Commission Act or under the Clayton
Act. Both acts embody procedure for their enforcement by
the Commission, and their provisions in this regard were sub-
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stantlal until the former act was amended, March 21, 1938 --
the V/heeler-Lea Act.
Under the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended, an order to cease and desist becomes final sixty
days after its issuance, unless v/ithin that period the re-
spondent petitions the United States Circuit Court of Appeals
to reviev/ the order. In case of such a reviev/, the Commission’s
order becomes final after affirmance by the Circuit Court.
^
Violation of an order to cease and desist after it has become
final and wriile it is in effect subjects the offender to a
civil penalty of not more than $5,000 for each violation,
recoverable by the Government.
Under the Clayton Act an order to cease and desist
does not become final, in the sense that its violation subjects
and violator to a penalty, until the Circuit Court of Appeals
shall have issued its order commanding obedience, on the ap-
plication of the Commission for enforcement.
Under both acts the respondent may apply to the
Circuit Court of Appeals for a review of an order, and either
upon the application of the Commission for enforcement or of
the respondent for review, the court has pov/er to affirm, or
affirm as modified, and to enforce to the extent affirmed,
or to set aside the order. Also under both acts, either
party may apply to the Supreme Court for review, under cer-
tiorari, of the action of the Circuit Court of Appeals.
1. Pub. No. 447, 75th Congress 3d, Session
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Stipulat ions
Under certain circumstances the Commission, in-
stead of disposing of cases by formal complaint and trial,
affords the respondent the privilege of disposing of a case
by signing a statement of fact and agreerrient to discontinue
the alleged unfair method of competition.
This procedure is used v^ere it seems to the
Commission that the violation occurs through ignorance or
misunderstanding and that the attention of the violator has
only to be called to the violation to induce discontinuance
of the practice, thus saving the expenses of litigation.
In such an instance the Commission, instead of issuing a
formal complaint grants the respondent the opportunity to
sign a statement of facts disclosed by the investigation
and agreement to cease and desist from the practices charged.
If such a stipulation is signed, further action is suspended;
if it is not signed, the case goes to trial.
"it is the policy of the Commission not to accept
stipulations in cases v^.ere it has reason to believe that the
respondents have been guilty of intentional fraud or wrong-
doing, or violation of Section 14 of the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act (concerning advertisement of commodities injuri-
ous to public health)
,
or of violation of certain sections
of the Clayton Act or of violations of the criminal sections
of the Sherman Act or any other statute, or where, in the
opinion of the Commissioners, the respondents v/ill not keep
the agreement. The Commission reserves the right in all
cases, for any reasons which it regards as sufficient, to
refuse to extend this privilege."!
The importance of this method of stipulation may
be gathered from figures accumulated from 1915 to June 30,
1938, which show that of a total of 11,753 cases disposed of.
1. Rules, P. T. C., May 21, 1938, page 95.
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5,186 v/ere settled by stipulation.^
Legal Pov/ers or the Cominission
The Federal Trade Coimnission is a specialized
prosecuting agency authorized to initiate and conduct pro-
ceedings in the public interest in a specialized and limit-
ed field. However the Commission is also endowed v/ith the
faculty of making, under certain conditions, findings \ihich
the courts must respect if they are supported by testimony.
This faculty alone gives it a judicial character, although
in a limited way. The probable reason why Congress gave the
Commission these judicial powers was undoubtedly the belief
that they felt that the problems encountered would be of a
technical and specialized character calling for special train-
ing and knowledge which a general court might not possess.
It is only the "findings of fact", supported by
testimony which are binding upon the courts. (Obviously
questions of law will be disposed of by the courts without
regard to the Conmiission’ s conclusions.) There is a consider-
able ambiguity concerning these words, and this is heightened
by the context in which they appear. Thus physical facts
are subject to individual observation and measurement and ob-
jective conditions may be regarded in entirely differing lights
by several v/itnesses. Moreover many decisions depend not only
upon the finding of the existence or non existence of certain
facts, but also upon the judgement of an individual, thus as
1. Annual Report of the Federal Trade Commission, for fiscal
year ending June 30, 1938. page 95
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regards a professional viewpoint concerning probable con-
sequences to a certain line of conduct. Thus v/hen a tech-
nical body such as the Interstate Coranierce Coiranission decides
on a certain level of rates as one which they believe will
give a fair return, it obviously is not a question of fact,
since the question lies in the future. The Conirnission in
this case, is merely exercising its judgement in the light
of existing facts and past experience, in determining v/hat is
likely in the future, and v/hat is likely to be the practical
consequence of one course or another
.
Legal Limitations of the Commission
In administrative lav/ the principle of judicial
review must be retained in order to safeguard individual
rights. The Supreme Court has refused to permit the find-
ings of fact, by an administrative agency, to be made con-
clusive, where constitutional rights of liberty and property
are involved, and has repeatedly asserted its authority to
review in detail, the evidence before an administrative tri-
bunal, to deteri/iine v/hether its ultimate findings v/ere justif-
ied by the nature and weight of the evidence.^ This has been
especially true where the field regulated involved disputed
questions of social and economic policy, in which decisions
on questions of fact v/ere not susceptible to precise determin-
ation. However it is established that court review should be
1. Regulation of Competition - N. B. C-askill , Pages 146-172
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restricted to certain questions in administrative law, and
should not he extended to any issue of fact or conduct v/hich
was entrusted to an official because of his supposed technic-
al experience and capacity for practical judgement. (Thus
courts should not have to conside engineering questions in-
volving construction of bridges by Army Engineers, etc.)
Whether they were questions of lavv' or of fact, the undoubted
purpose of the legislation, was to create a competent expert
tribunal to decide upon them, and this purpose is defeated
if a court proceeds to substitute its lawyers judgement for
the judgement of such tribunal.
States with Courts : In most statutes creating
administrative agencies there is express or implied recog-
nition of the proper scope of judicial review. Thus in the
case of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Supreme Court
has created, in a series of cases, a category of "administra-
tive questions" upon v/hich it will refuse to substitute its
judgement for that of the Commissions, and upon v/hich courts
may not inquire until the Commission has made its ruling.
These rulings are not based on distinctions between questions
of law and questions of fact, or on any statutory limitations
on the right of review; rather they rest on the courts re-
alization of the importance of expert decision upon questions
of great economic importance.
As a matter of practical importance, the status
of the administrative ggency, in the opinion of the courts
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in such respects as confidence in the efficiency and fairness
of the agency, is important, since the courts impose constitu-
tional restrictions on those agencies v/ho fail to attain a
measure of understandable reasonableness. In the past, at
least, the Federal Trade Commission has fallen far short of
the status which other agencies (such as the Interstate Com-
merce Commission) have attained. Hence the courts consider
the entire record as a basis for the orders of the Federal
Trade Commission, w'hereas the orders of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission are viev/ed only from the angle of jurisdic-
tion and patently defective action.
However the Federal Trade Commission was created
as a body especially qualified to pass judgements on questions
of competition and monopoly, and experts were provided for
in the fields of law, accounting and economics.
Both the Federal Trade Comiuission Act and the
Clayton Act provide that the findings of fact "if supported
by testimony" shall be conclusive. This phrase leaves it in
doubt Vv'hether or not mere physical facts are referred to, or
if it refers to a broader range of questions involving judge-
ment in the formulation and application of standards. Provi-
sions of the two acts throve little light on whether there ex-
isted the intention of conferring on the Commission the power
of acLi'iinistrative judgement or to confine its power to a strict
application of legal reasoning to physical facts.
One criterion established is that of "unfair methods
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of competition this of course involves questions of ethics
as v/ell as those of economic and business judgement.
Another criterion set up in the Clayton Act is
"where the effect may be... to substantially lessen competition,
or tend to create a monopoly in any line of commerce." It
would seem from these that Congress, which had seen the futil-
ity of attempting a strictly legal solution of monopoly problem
in the enforcement history of the Sherman Act, had expected
that the Commission would exercise a v/ide latitude of adminis-
trative judgement.
Vvhatever the intentions of Congress, judicial
opinion tas v/e shall see) has established the Commission as
a fact-finding body in a very restricted sense, v/ith author-
ity to make conclusive findings only as to the existence or
non existence of physical facts.
The Warren Case ; The first of these v/as the
Warren case^ this concerned a firm selling jute bagging and
steel ties, with a selling policy of "tieing" these two pro-
ducts together, and to refuse to sell one v/ithout the other.
The Commission charged that this was an "unfair method of
competition", under Section Five of the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act, although they might have also charged an un-
lav/ful restraint of trade and a tendency to monopoly. It
has been pointed out that the Commission deliberately avoided
this tieing up with the provisions of the Sherman Law, in
2
order to attempt to build up its ov/n new jurisdiction
TT Ph t"!! C”!! vs. Warren, Jones & Gratz 255 U . S"] 421 ( 1919
)
2. Nelson B. Gaskill - Op. Cit.
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The Circuit and Supreme Courts’ opinions showed
that the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Sherman Act are
derivations from the same cormnon law background, and have the
same intent and meaning. The opinion stated that all ques-
tions of monopoly or combination being out of the v;ay , a
private merchant acting with entire good faith may properly
refuse to sell except in conjunction, such closely associated
articles as ties and bagging."
"The words ’unfair methods of competition’ are not
defined by the statute, and their exact meaning is in dispute,
it is for the courts, not the Commission, ultimately to deter-
mine as a matter of law what they include. They are clearly
inapplicable to practices never heretofore regarded as opposed
to good inorals...or because of .. .tendency to... create monopoly.
In this manner the doramission’ s powers were cut
not only by the blunt statement that "it is for the courts...
to determine" but also by the use of the phrase "never here-
tofore" the Commission was strictly limited to powers of pre-
existing lav;.
The Curti s Publishing Case : The second case in
the series was that of the Curtis Publishing Company, ^and
concerned the problem of exclusive agencies. The Court
opinion said in part ", " . . .Manifestly the Court must inquire
whether the Commission’s findings of fact are supported by
evidence. If so supported, they are conclusive. But as the
statute grants jurisdiction to make and enter , upon the
pleadings, testimony, and proceedings, a decree affirming,
modifying, or setting aside an order, the Court must also
have the power to examine the whole record and ascertain
for itself the issues presented and whether there are material
facts not reported by the Commission. If there be substantial
evidence relating to such facts, from which different conclu-
sions reasonably may be drav/n, the matter may be., .remanded
Curtis Publishing Company vs. Federal Trade Commission
270 Fed. Hep. 881 260 U. S. 568.
2. Gaskill page 73, Op. Cit.
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to the Cornmission—the primary fact-finding hody—v/ith the
direction to make additional findings, but if from all the
circumstances ti clearly appears that in the interest of
justice the controversy should be decided without further
delay, the Court has full power under the statute so to
The Court could thus reviev/ testimony, make its
own findings of fact, and issue its ov/n order. "This re-
duced the Federal Trade Coiiimission to the dimensions of
a messenger boy plying between a private complainant and the
courts, carrying up a question, and carrying back an answer"
is the rather bitter corrmient of a former Commissioner.^
The Klesner Case: The third case in the series
2
was the Klesner Case. This was where a V/ashington b. C.
partnership, makers of v/indow shades, split and one of the
partners set up a shqp nearby with the same name, "The Shade
Shop". The Commission found that customers were being de-
ceived and that the original shop’s trade and goodwill were
seriously affected.
The Coui’t of Appeals reversed the order and was
upheld by the Supreme Court, v/ho said; "...Section Five of
the Federal Trade Commission act does not provide persons
with an administrative remedy for private v/rongs. The formal
complaint is brought in the Court's name; the prosecution
is v/holly that of the Government; and it bears the entire
expense of prosecution.
"While the Federal T^ade Commission exercises under
Paragraph Five, the functions of both prosecutor and judge,
the scope of its authority is strictly limited. A complaint
may be filed only ’if it shall appear to the Commission that
a proceeding by it in respect thereof v/ould be to the interest
of the public . ’
"
1. Gaskill - page 73 op. cit
2. Federal Trade Commission vs. Klesner - 280 u. s. 19
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After a lengthly discussion on the enforcement
of private right where the protection of the public interest
is only incidental, the Court said; "...to justify the Com-
mission in filing a complaint under Paragraph Five the purpose
must be protection of the public. The protection thereby af-
forded to private persons is the incident...
"In determining whether a proposed proceeding
will be in the public interest, the Cormaission exercises a
broad discretionary power, but the mere fact that it is to
the interest of the community that private rights shall
be respected is not enough to support a finding a public
interest. To justify filing a complaint the public interest
must be specific and substantial". . .Sometimes , because, althou^
the aggregate of the loss entailed may be so serious and wide-
spread as to make the matter of public consequence, no pri-
vate suit would be brought to stop the unfair conduct since
the loss to each of the individuals affected is too small
to warrant it. "
This definitely closed the Federal Trade Com-
mission's possibilities as a public prosecutor of private
actions. Those injured at common law through fraud, decep-
tion, and misrepresentation could bring suit for dainages.
This modification of the Commission's pov/ers has been seen
by some as the reaffirmation of the "Rule of Reason". The
Court could be seen as measuring the quantitative volume of
the method projected as indicative of the presence or absence
of the public interest. The conclusion was then, that when
the method injures a single competitor he must seek redress
by private action for his o?.m protection. But when a number
of competitors are injured, the public interest appears.
The Raladam Case : The fourth of these limiting
cases was that of the Raladam ^ompany.^ This Raladam Company
1. Raladam Company vs. F. T. C. - 42 Fed. (2d) 430, 283 U. 6.643
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sold an obesity remedy and solicited sales by a series of what
the Commission alleged to be misrepresentations to the pre-
judice of the public and competitors. The Commission’s case
was based primarily, however, on protection of the buying
public. The Circuit Court for the Sixth District reversed
the Commission’s orders on the grounds that the questioned
representations (of the respondent) were not capable of de-
monstrable proof, pro or con, and held that the subject trans-
cended the Commission’s fact-findings powers, and in its op-
inion, stressed the fact that the Commission’s lawful juris-
diction v/as set up simply as an "aid to the enforcement of
the general governmental anti-trust and anti-monopoly policy"
and that its jurisdiction did not go "beyond the limits of
fair relationship to that policy."
The Supreme Co^jirt upheld this and also mentioned
the lack of public interest in the complaint, pointing out
that "the power of the Commission to talce steps looking to
the issue of an order to desist, depends upon the existence
of three distinct prerequisites; first, that the methods
of complained of are unfair; second, that they are methods
of competition in commerce (interstate); and thirdly, that a
proceeding by the Commission to prevent the use of the
methods, appears to be in the interest of the public."
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V. THE FEDERAL TflADE COMMISSION AND
unfaik trade practices
Judicial limitations then, have conditioned the
scope of the activities of the Trade Commission, While it
has addressed itself to certain practices and arrangements
of an essentially monopolistic nature, the general drift of
its decisions has been tov/ards emphasis upon standards of
commercial conduct without immediate reference to monopoly
and restraint of trade.
In analyzing activities of the Federal Trade Com-
mission there is a natural demarcation between its activities
in, first, deceptive and dishonest practices; and secondly
those practices which restrain trade.
Misrepresentation .
Deceptive practices in Trade Names and Trade Marks
are those, in which misrepresentation generally takes one of
two forms. It may lead the customer to think that the goods
that he is buying from the competitor were in fact made by
the com.plainant ; or it may lead the customer to think that
the competitor, rather than the complainant is the manufacturer
of the goods under question.
Cases of simulation of trade mark differ where the
marks are registered. Where a mark is eligible for registra-
tion and has been registered under the Trade Mark Act, ^ it
is protected by a special procedure set forth in that Act.
1, U.S. Kev. ^tat,, ^ec . 4695.
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Vi/here a dispute occurs the question may be adjudicated by
an examiner in the Patent Office, with a right to appeal to
the Commissioner of Patents, and to the Court of Appeals of
the District of Columbia. Where an infringement is found to
exist, the infringing mark may be denied registration, or
its registration cancelled, whatever the case may be.
Where the mark is such that it cannot be registered,
or where the simulation is of the form, size, color or other
distinctive attribute of the complainants goods, statutory
procedure is not available. A court of law, state or federal,
will give damages in a proper case for Injury sustained. A
court of equity will enjoin such conduct and will generally
grant Incidental damages.
In a series of "conference rulings” the Federal
Trade Commission has held that where nothing further is in-
volved than a claim of infringement on a patent, copyright
or registered trade mark, the public interest does not war-
rant the issuance of a complaint— in the absence of Important
countervailing considerations, such as when a small producer
lacks resources for legislation—based upon the belief in the
adequacy of other available remedies.^
A much larger number of cases involve simulation
of names not registered as trade marks. The mere fact that
there are remedies in the courts is not considered sufficient
reason to refuse to act in such a case.
1. Henderson, Op. Cit., pg. 168
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However the Federal Trade Commission is not well
equipped to handle cases of "passing off" either In the
matter of rendering a binding decision on the question of
priority of rights or in the enforcement of orders. The
time involved is too great for real remedy or protection
against piratical businessmen, as compared with the remedies
which the ordinary court of equity can administer in such
a case; where a producer can file a bill, and under certain
circumstances can get a restraining order within a few days,
which can be violated only under the risk of jail sentence
or fine.
The weight of authority is now clearly that a vendor
of an allied though non-competitive article may be enjoined
from appropriating anothers trade name. Thus when the manu-
facturer of "Aunt Jemima" self raising flour has by advertis-
ing and persistent usage built up consumer acceptance, if
other manufacturers should sell "Aunt Jemima Maple Syrup" or
"Aunt Jemima Yeast" these actions have been held to be in-
jurious to the original manufacturer, even though the ap-
proprlators were not directly diverting customers from the
owner of the trade name.^
However, the Federal Trade Commission has no direct
jurisdiction over unfair competition where the owner of the
trade name and the infringers are not competitors, but only
in the sense that the practice is unfair to the competitors
of the appropriator, rather than to the owner of the trade name
1, Aunt Jemima Mills Co. vs. Rlgney & Co., 247 Fed. 407 (C.C,A,2d.)
1917.
2, V/illys -Overland Co. vs, Akron-Overland Tire Co. (D.C.Del.) 268
Fed. 151, 1920.
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Mlsbranding .
Misbranding of goods offered for sale is the second
in the category of deceptive and dishonest practices. In a
leading case it was held by the Circuit Court of Appeals for
the Sixth Circuit that a manufacturer could not be enjoined
from misbranding his goods, at the suit of a vendor of com-
peting articles which were honestly branded. Thus despite
the fact that an unscrupulous dealer can deceive the public
as to the ingredients and character of his wares at the ex-
pense and reputation of all honest dealers in the business,
he cannot be restrained by a court of equity, because the
injury is not directed against any specific competitor.
i
It is in this that the Federal Trade Commission
has done valuable and effective v/ork. The Supreme Court has
sustained fully its contention that injury to a specific
competitor is not necessary to its jurisdiction, and that it
has full authority to deal with any case in which a deceptive
2practice is used in competition, in interstate commerce. It
has been computed that of the eleven hundred and ninety seven
complaints filed prior to June, 1924, over four hundred dealt
with some form of misrepresentation,^
A typical case is one in which a product is sold
under the name of a well-known material, although in fact it
contains largely or even exclusively a cheaper material. The
Commission has found such practices to be "misleading" and
1. Am, Vi/ashboard Co. vs. ^aglnaw Co. (C.C.A. 6th), 103 Fed.
231, 1900 (wherein it was charged that the defendant sold
washboards londer the name "aluminum" whereas in fact the
boards contained no appreciable trqces of aluminum.)
2. F.T.C. vs. Winsted Hosiery Co. 258 U.S. 483--1922.
3. National Industrial Conference Board, pgs . 112-117.
___H£nder^Qn pgs , 182-187.
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gnldoq
oildsjq srfi evlBOsb hb© sforx/qiJ’taciix; na ctoal sWef
-X9 edS :fB b^zbw aU Ho ^s:tDBrcfido bna e^nei.bei'vaX ^d:t oct sb
U asLlaiKf ©rfjJ ni si.'i"B9b c^aartocf He nolXscTL.qa'i bna ©Rnoq
9 rf:t oajjaned ,^dlx/p® Ho a Y'X bariiB'xrtEai ©cf .tganBo srf
•f.*iom©qtooi> olHloaqe ;^ 2nla3 B b6.-to9'ilb .-ton c.l
nolaslmmo^ X^'tob©'^ ©rfj dar'l slxW rd si Xx > •.
Bttfi cJ'xxroO anre'r^rwC ddT .-kf'xow evi^-to^Hlo baa ©Icfawlav snob aorf
oill osqa ju oct X'^j:jf.nl cfarii nciXnoinoo e:tl ftsnia^tax/e
;tl :fed:f baa .ttoldof bel'XJJt act! oX x^tPB'oeoim ioa si *to^^Jsqraoo
evicJqDopb a rfolrfw nl ©sjbo -^hb rfctbv la^b ol
^‘.©o-tammoo octBcfenatnl nl .noiitl^eqtffco nl bsan el ool;toB‘iq
navoe x^mlc^ bao be^sbimd novsis sil^ Ho ie:;! bainqBJco need eari
cJIneb bsnbjwd. nuoH nevo iJ^SQI , ©nnl' ol 'xol-iq. boll t einlfllqmoo
^.flolXacJnoeo^xgs'xaiiiT Ho mnoH anoe xid'lw
bloe el dcvho'tq b rioiffw nl ©no el ©sbo laolq^^ ^
qi doJEsH nl tlBlteXani nv/oxx^'- XI0W n lo ©men nebnsJ
3bT .XBln©cta-T! 'laqasKo a Y^eviax/Ioxe nev© 10 y-'‘ 93'5^3X anls^tnoo
i]
5ns VnlbBsXalm" ed cd neobdoBnq doue bauoH ead nolaaiimnoO
.be^*i cOl ,(xi.Xa ..-,0.0) .oQ wanlaB- . av .00 b-taodrfem^ .mA .X
bloa rfnBbxjsHsb edd d be:s-^Gdo asw cH 0 t©TS»> •
©xlX XoBl' nl sneneifw mnnlr^fls smnn no bn/; sonBodnaBW
{ .fftnnlcE/I e Ho aooB'td' oIcfsioo'xnqB on b^nlBJ’noo aD'XBoa
,SS:GX--S81' .8.0 032 . oO r'telao'8 bod anl^ . av ‘O.T,^
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has issued numerous cease and desist orders on this point,
and in one case has been sustained by the Supreme Court.
^
Thus where the products are not actually those of the pure
goods, the words ’’wool" or "silk" must not appear alone or
in combination with other words on labels, boxes, etc., un-
less accompanied by words designating the actual substance of
which the goods may be composed in part.
Thus the most recent report of the Commission lists
a series of cases where orders were issued on manufacturers
claiming goods to be silk, when they were actually composed
in part of rayon. Again two New York stores were ordered
to cease using the British Royal Coat of Arms in connection
with the featuring of their merchandise and employing the
names of well-known and long-established English manufacturers
2
on goods produced by themselves.
"Passlng-Off *'
In another group of cases the misrepresentation
was found to consist in passing off second hand or rebuilt
articles as new.^ The Commission's complaint is generally
made only where there are published advertisements claiming
the product to be nev/. The Comm ssion has required that re-
built or reconstructed tires, typewriters, etc., must be
plainly marked as such and has forbidden advertising to the
contrary. Upon statements regarding actual physical pro-
1. P.T.C. vs. Winsted Hosiety Co. 258 U.S. 483--1922.
2. Report for Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1938.
3. Henderson pgs . 195-196; Nat. Ind. Conf . Board pg . 120.
^cfnioq slrf:t no snef'TO hnB seb^^o auo'ierjjfl boif^ai enri
^.ci''tuoD stts-taiJ^ 3rli ’^(S boni Biin ue, nescf anri 93 'jo eno rrl bns
e^iuq 'lo osoncf ifIXsjj.-Joc Jorr a-iB scfoi/bonq erl.l sisXv: auriT
nc erroX.s >)on d'anm to *’Xoow'’ nbto'-v edi « e£>o£>s
-nu ^,oiB ,eexocf taXecfEr- no abnotv ir^rfXo rf:tXw noi.X an
X
cT.tjoo nX
‘lo oon^Xacft/e CsrrXojs nX : abnow rd btT.lnBqmooor acsl
.cf'-ljec: aX rec.cqnoo 9Cf 26003 ifoiiiw
acfaXI noXasinfliToO lo Xncqon ct/ soon ieom
E'ie*ti-f^o--'i no booEat anew s^xebno d'lerlw s^igbo lo aoXisa b
byaod'Tor T^fXn/ctoB yedX rr: t3tXX3 ed oX eboos snXmXREo
ban^bno ‘-'tov/ aonodP dnoY wpT!! owd ,no’:B*i lo Insq nX
ffoIXof'rinco nl Qr tA lo XscO Xb'XoH dnXXtio •mi«ir ssboo oi
orfd^ ? aX bnBi''on32' 'tX3 1 lo ^nX'indsol ?>rf:t r{.<Xw
a-xO'id.iOBlunBm naiX ^rr*^ borlaiXcTBciac- nol bna nwon.ji--;XGW lo e wtbh
O
p.9Vi iE’itf)' 'x jbecjjfao-iq eboog no
'*
llG-3nX sj; o'!**
noi'XB.'n'. ao'^qe'raX.ir . v.-t ':oar>o lo qno'tg n nXctooB nX
d-rxijcfen no bn^d t>nooo8 11c ni l.aXanoo ol bnuo'i anw
V^^X^'"5oo3 al X^rXBlqmoo e * noXasXncioO orrx vsn an af-iXotlnB
SnirJiXGXo sdn^f.^sa.tclnovbB bodaXX'.lrq enB enarlX onodw yI^o obn.-n
- ',*1 X’.arfd’ ftpnXxfpon earf noXan rTtmcd oxiT . "91; ocf ol c^onbonq nrl:t
9d lunni fOX« , anodXnv/eqY^ ^asnXl bedonnJ anooen no llXod
3ffq ol s.niaXinevbB nobbXdnol ead fona dox.'3 aa b0->fnBfr Y-^^JtaXq
-onq XBoX^.Ydq Xpodof? gnlbnagon aXns.n^Xfida nocU •Y'l^J'idnoo
\
.SSQI— be- .u. 86S . oO bc danX. . ev .O.T.'^ *1
.af.QX .oe omY. 3nXbij9 TBeY [Boni'i nol InoqgH .S
,Oi‘d .^a Moob . InoO .bnl . dalT joC^X-^b'X , aiq nocnebrtoH ,5
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perties of merchandise, the Commission rightly protects the
public interest, but to forbid all ’’puffing” of wares by
manufacturers and dealers, and to attempt to achieve standards
of absolute honesty in advertising v;ould invoke a paternal-
istic bureaucracy.
In certain lines such as razors, cheap fountain
pens, pocket knives there have been widespread practices of
marking up prices three or four times the price the retailer
actually expected to get for the product, and later crossing
out this fictitious price and writing a lower price under it.
This is of course a readily accepted policy in certain lines,
but the Commission has stepped in where the article in
question is a standard manufactured article, turned out in
large quantities in uniform kinds and sizes. If the printed
or engraved price is admittedly fictitious, and put on the
article solely to give the customer the impression that he
is paying much less than the price the manufacturer expected
to get, the Federal Trade Commission has found reason to
intervene
.
In the years following the war, the government had
to liquidate large quantities of materials, and numerous
traders offered goods alleged to be "Government” supplies.^
The Commission was very active in eradicating this practice;
as well also of the practice of claiming that certain articles
had been "adopted” or "approved” by the Government or a Govern
1. Henderson pgs . 198-199; Nat. Ind. Conf . Board pg. 121-123.
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mental department. In the single case of this type to be
appealed to the courts, the Circuit Court of Appeals up-
held fully the findings and order of the Commission.^
Disparagement of Competitors .
"Combination ^ales" and "Leaders" occurred during
the era of the sugar shortage of war days. When sugar was
being rationed out at fixed prices some dealers devised the
"combination order" where the customer bought a certain
amount of sugar at the fixed price on the condition that he
also buy a stated amount of other supplies upon which the
margin of profit to the dealer was larger.
In the leading case attacking the practice of
selling sugar below cost in combination with other products,
by a mail order house, The Commission took the position that
it was unlawful to sell merchandise in interstate commerce
at less than cost, on the condition that at the same time the
customer purchase other merchandise on v/hich the dealer makes
a profit. The complaint charged that the sales were made
"with the purpose, intent and effect of harassing and embarras
ing its competitors, and destroying their trade and stifling
competition.” The Circuit Court, however, rejected the
theory that the Commission hiad the power to stop loss leader
selling. The Court said "we find in the statute no intent
on the part of Congress, even if it has that power, to re-
strain an owner of property from selling it at any price
1. P.T.C. vs. Guantee Veterinary Co., 285 Fed. 853 (1922),
I
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that is acceptable to him or from giving it away,"^
At the same time the courts upheld the right of
the Commission to prohibit advertising which claimed that
the dealer was offering staple goods (in this case sugar),
at a low price, because they could buy it more cheaply than
the ordinary dealer, and secondarily the implications or
suggestions in the advertisements that the other goods sold
in combination with the staple were also considerably belov/
the average market price as charged by various competitors,
’’...petitioner intentionally injured and discredited its
competitors by falsely leading the public to believe that the
competitors were unfair dealers in sugar and other commodities
m2
which petitioner was offering in connection with sugar.
Cases were as in the ^ears case, advertising carried
the implications that the competitors were not efficient or
were profiteering, are known as ’’disparagement”. This is not
a legal term and precise definitions are difficult and delicate.
The Commission has found to be false such statements as in two
cases where the respondents, who were mail order houses had
advertised that the ’’regular” lumber dealers were members of
the ”Luraber Trust”
Cases where respondents had circulated newspaper
prints of competitors having been found guilty of violating
1. P.T.C. vs. Sears, Roebuck & Co. 1 P.T.C.D, 163 (1818);
258 Ped. 307 (1919).
2. Ibid.
3. P.T.C. vs. Chicago Mill Works Supply Co. 1 P.T.C .S. 488. (1919)
P.T.C. vs, Cordon-'^an "^’ine Go. L IP.T.C.D. 316 (1919)
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the Sherman Law,^ and where a mall order house had referred
In exulting language in their advertisements to Federal
Trade Commission’s proceedings against "regular dealers'*
have brought complaints from the Commission; as well also
in the case where a company circulated a news clipping
telling of an application for appointment of a receiver
of the assets of a competitor.^
Secret Commissions
.
Secret commissions to dealers which resulted in
"pushing" of particular products by the dealers, who at the
same time pretended to be impartial concerning the various
brands, have been condemned by the Commission. A number of
cases condemn the practice of giving cash bonuses to sales-
men in retail establishments for "pushing" particular lines
—
with the knowledge of the salesmans employer, (which is to
be distinguished from commercial bribery, where the employer
is not aware of such moves). However, the Circuit Court
annuHad an order condemning this practice--re jecting the
argument that the consumers were misled by the failure to
disclose the salesmans special interest.^ The natural con-
sequences of the Commission’s theory would lead to a posting
of profit schedules and similar business secrets; moreover
1. P.T.C. vs, Wayne Oil Tank and Pump Co. 1 P.T.C.D. 259 (1919.)
2. P.T.C. vs. Sunlight Creameries, 4 P.T.C.D. 55 (1921).
3. Kinney-Rorae Co. vs. P. T. C,, 275 Ped. 665 (1921).
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it is generally felt that the customer should hold the sales-
man as a party biased by self interest and not an impartial
professional adviser.
Certain whole trades have been at various times
been permeated by forms of commercial bribery; thus in
chemicals, dyes, paints and varnishes trades at one time
the custom v;as v/idely prevalent of expectir^g the dealer to
give to the buyer or superintendent of their custoruers,
secret "commissions*' on purchases; ships stewards and chief
engineers should get his five or ten percent from the chandler
v/ho supplied the ships stores. Published findings of the Com-
mission in these cases generally confine themselves to the
bare statement that the respondent firm is engaged in selling
in interstate commerce; that it is in active competition with
other firms; and that in the course of its business, respond-
ent "for several years last past has given cash gratuities
to employee's of its customers, without the knov/ledge or con-
sent of their employers and v;ithout other consideration there-
for, as an inducement to influence their employers to purchase
respondents products and to refrain from purchasing the pro-
ducts of its competitors."^
In the case of a ship chandler in Savannah it was
found that cash gratuities to ships officers amounted to
approximately five percent of the total volume of sales of
ships supplies, in addition to approximately tv/o and a half
1, Henderson pg. 218
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percent spent for entertainment.^ A Galveston chandler
paid five percent of all invoices to ships officers
A
British dye company doing an annual husiness in United
States of about $700,000 paid an average over a three years
period from $40,000 to $50,000 per year.^
Miscellaneous Oases .
The Federal Trade Commission has also issued com-
plaints in "miscellaneous" cases of deceptive and misleading
character. Thus it has condemned such practices as commercial
espionage, enticement of competitors employees, setting up of
bogus independents, threatened litigation, misrepresentation
of trade status (thus claiming to be a manufacturer fa]sely),
misrepresentation of origin of products, thus ’’Cordova"
leather, "Havana" cigars, and "Sheffield" silver.^ Thus
March 17, 1938 the Sheffield Silver Company of New Jersey
filed v/ith the Second Circuit Court its petition to set
aside the order of the Commission to cease using the word
"Sheffield" in its corporate name, or in any manner, so as
"to represent or imply that its electroplated products were
’Sheffield* or made by the Sheffield process, which originated
in England about two hundred years ago."^
1. F.T.C. vs. Thomas Duggan & Son, 3 F.T.C.D, 316 (1921)
2. F.T.C. vs. John Locke, 3 F.T.C.D. 320 (1921)
3. F.T.C. vs. United Indigo and Chemical Co. Ltd., 3 F.T.C.D.
425 (1921)
4. Henderson, pgs . 226-227; NAT. Ind, Con. Bo., pg. 128.
5. F.T.C.—Report, 1938.
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While the Commission has done considerable and
valuable work in cases of the foregoing nature, neverthe-
less there are certain obvious limitations with regard to
its work along these lines.
Cases of "passing off" and deceptive advertising
and misrepresentation directed against the names of rivals
are more speedily and more satisfactorily settled by private
litigation, unless of course there are other special factors
which make action too difficult.
Where the practice in question falls v/ithin the
scope of the Pure Food and Drugs Act, the Department of
Agriculture is better equipped to handle it since it has
the more scientific personnel, and may prosecute criminally,
while the Commission can only issue a desist order, and can-
not force forfeiture of the unlawful gains derived from the
violation.
Where the issue involved is not general, but only
sporadic, the Commission’s inability to move rapidly milit-
ates against invoking its assistance if any other available
remedy exists.
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VI. THE COOPERATIVE TREND IN AlvlERICAN BUSINESS
Trade Associations.
"a trade association is an organization of pro-
ducers or distributors .. .upon a mutual basis for the pur-
pose of promoting the business of their branch of the in-
dustry# and improving their service to the public through
the compilation and distribution of information, the estab-
lishment of trade standards, and the cooperative handling
of problems common to the production or distribution of
the commodity or service...”^
Advocates of the trade association movement have
claimed that it is a necessary aid to our competitive system,
since one of the essential elements in the competitive system
is that buyers and sellers should be fully informed as to ex-
isting conditions in the market.^ Expansion of markets from
local scales to national and international fields have made
it increasingly difficult to secure accurate and comprehensive
Information as to basic market conditions. Hence, it is
claimed, trade associations through their statistical ex-
changes perform the function of disseminating knowledge of
the factors of supply and demand.
Activities of trade associations have been divided
into three categories:
(A) Certain of these activities do not affect competitive
conditions, and are generally agreed to be beneficial and
proper; thus joint commercial and industrial research,
education in cost accounting, stimulation of demand by
1. Definition of a Special Committee, Am. Trade A-ss©.
Executives, 1922,
2. Franklin D. Jones --Business Statistics as a Means of
Stabilizing Business (Pro. Acad. Pol. Scl. January, 1926,
pgs . 46-56.)
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joint advertising and publicity, arranging for cooperative
insurance, providing shipping traffic bureaus, improving
relations with employees, arbitration of commercial dis-
putes, representing the industry in public matters,
(B) Certain activities are certainly Illegal; thus price
fixing, curtailment of production, and allocation of territory.
(C) Certain activities are border-line; thus those tending
to stabilize business and standardize prices, the collection
and dissemination of trade statistics, standardization of
products and trade practices, and the adoption of uniform
cost accounting systems.^
Legal Status .
This tendency towards cooperation was regarded for
years, with a suspicious eye by the Department of Justice,
which shared perhaps the dictum of Adam Smith that "when
people of the same trade meet together... the conversation
ends in a conspiracy against the public or in some contrivance
to raise prices. Civil and criminal proceedings by the
Attorney-General brought about the Supreme Court declaration
that price-exchanging practices were unlawful where they were
3part of plans for price uniformity.
Two later Supreme Court decisions held that the col-
1, Geo. Roberts, Present Legal Status of Trade Associations
and their Problems. Ibid. Pgs , 5-18.
2, Burns, The Decline of Competition, pg. 43,
3, U.S, vs, American Column & Lumber Comnany, 257 U.S. 377
(1921).
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lection of information about prices in concluded transactions,
and the dissemination of such information without identifica-
tion, did not violate the Sherman Law, where there was no
evidence that such a collection was part of an implied agree-
ment to establish uniform prices; also that the existence of
approximate uniformity of prices in an industry was not
evidence of any such agreement, since price uniformity was
a normal outcome of free competition in standardized com-
modities.^
The Suprem.e Court has now gone to the limit of
holding that "the mere fact that the parties to an agree-
ment eliminate competition between themselves is not suf-
ficient to condemn it.^’^ After the Court had mentioned
the particular conditions of the bituminous coal industry,
with its excess capacity, its difficulties in meeting com-
petition from oil, gas and water power, and its ‘^chaotic
conditions”, it stated, "the fact that the correction of
abuses would lead to fairer price levels does not mean that
abuses should go uncorrected or that cooperative endeavor
to correct them necessarily constitutes an unreasonable
restraint of trade.”
1. Maple Flooring Manufacturers Asso. vs, U.S,, 268 U.S. 563
(1925)
Cement Manufacturers Protective Association vs, U.S,, 268
U.S. 588 (1925).
2, Appalachian Coals Inc. vs, U.S,, 288 U.S, 344,360 (1933).
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Trends
The types of work of trade associations are diverse;
Industrial research, interchange of credit information, common
advertising, standardization of forms of cost accounting and
methods of calculating costs, statistics of production, in-
ventories, unfilled orders, productive capacity and selling
prices, cooperative control of output, and control of types
of, product and methods of selling are some of their activities.
Growth of the trade association movement was due un-
questionably to the reaction of businessmen to the "killing
pace" of competition* During the War period, American business
learned the value of organization and a systemized plan of co-
operation. Under war-time legislation, the War Industries
Board, the Pood Administration, the -t^ilroad Administration,
and the Capital Issues Commission imposed upon industry a
measure of economic planning. Aspects of this were the co-
ordination of productive and distributive capacities, and
systemization of effort to serve the common purpose, while
government control supplied the police power of enforcement.
"Business came out of the War with the realization
of what it could do in the way of profitable production and
distribution, if it were relieved from some of the more de-
structive connotations of free competition and were permitted
a reasonable latitude in individualistic cooperation.
"Whereas up to 1917, the solution of the economic
problem was generally assumed to lie in a greater freedom of
competition, and a wider scope of anti-trust laws, from 1920
on, the search took a new d irection--viz
. ,
regulated com-
petition, systemization of methods, and v/ithln the terms of
this system, an Individualistic coordinated effort along
perceived lines. It is not collectivism; but postulates
freedom and continuity of individual action, althoun-h within
the common requirements or rules of regulated competition."^
1. The Regulation of Competition, Nelson B. Gasklll, pg. 112
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Trade Practices Conferences .
Shortly after the Vi/ap, the Commission inaugurated
the policy of declaring of particular practices to he within
the category of unfair competition.^ Prom this grew the
practice of members of an industry meeting under the auspices
and direction of the Commission, to draw up rules of conduct
which they would submit to the Commission as declaration of
fair and proper trade practice. In 1926, a special division
of the Commission was set up to supervise trade conferences.
.Clarification and codification of legal re-
quirements and the organization of such cooperative endeavor
under supervision of the Commission in the elimination of
undesirable practices and the maintenance of fair competitive
conditions is of vast importance to industry, to the public,
and to the C^overnment . It leads to the wholesale elimination
and abandonment of unfair and illegal methods of competition,
thereby bringing to legitimate business and the purchasing
and consuming public relief and protection from harmful ex-
ploitation and the wastes and burdens of such methods. This
voluntary cooperation in the elimination of harmful practices
also effectuates a large saving to the Government .. .in legal
proceedings .
.
The number of these conferences rose from 10 in
1928, to 31 in 1929, to 57 in 1930 and then fell in 1931 to
14. The reason for the mushroom growth of the movement was
the wide publicity given in trade magazines, and the attitude
of the Commission, who in their report in 1926 stated; "The
Division will not only extend and enlarge the scope of
future conferences, but will also give attention to the
operation of rules heretofore adopted at conferences held
1, Gaskill, pgs . 112-122,
2. P.T.C.—1938 Annual i^eport.
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In the past. ..If adopted or sanctioned hy the Coramission,
the action of the industry becomes the rule of business con-
duct for the industry on the subject covered.”^
This was the undoubted cause of misleading im-
pressions in trade circles (widely advertised by trade papers
and chambers of Commerce), because the Coramission actually
had neither the power of approval or sanction on numerous
practices, because of judicial limitations. The powers of
the Commission are limited to prevention or the occasional
corollary power of a negative administrative sanction or
approval (thus by the Commission's refusal to issue a com-
plaint on a particular occasion.)
The Trade Practice Conference "Bubble" of this
period was broken (on the word of a former Commissioner)
by pressure from the Department of Justice, which saw a
2
threat to the Sherman Law in the tendencies of the movement.
The Department of Justice during the Hoover ad-
ministration frankly indicated that its attitude towards
trade association activities v/ould be that of skepticism.
Attorney General Mitchell said, January, 1930, that the
anti-trust laws would be prosecuted vigorously.
"There have been many changes in economic conditions since
these statutes have been biassed, and much discussion has
arisen as to whether some modification of them is desired
to meet modern business conditions. The anti -trust laws
are founded on the proposition that the avenues of In-
1. P.T.C. Annual Report --Year ending June 1926.
2. Gaskill, pgs. 120-125.
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dustrial opportunity must be kept open as far as possible
to the initiative of the individual citizen.."^
It has been pointed out, hov/ever, that the eager-
ness of American business for certain modifications in the
field of competition was well demonstrated by their speed
in adopting the Codes of Fair Trade Practice under the late
National Industrial Recovery ^ct.
1, Am, Bar Asso, Journal, January 1930, pgs , 1-30
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VII. RECENT LEGISLATIVE TRENDS
Before discussing the activities of the Federal
Trade Commission with regard to practices which tend to
restrain trade, it is necessary to consider the further Con-
gressional evolutions of the anti-trust policy.
The Export Trade Act .
The Export Trade Act, approved April 10, 1918,
knovm also as the Webb-Pomerene Law provides that nothing
contained in the Sherman Law shall be construed as declar-
ing to be illegal any combinations or "associations” en-
tered into for the sole purpose of engaging in, and actual
solely engaged in, export trade or agreements or acts done
in export trade by such associations, unless the effect of
such actions tend to restrain trade or substantially lessen
competition within the United States.^
”An export trade association must be entered into
for the sole purpose of engaging in export trade from the
United States to foreign nations. It may not produce, manu-
facture, or sell for consumption or resale in the domestic
market; nor may it enter into any agreement or conspiracy,
in restraint of trade within the United States or in restraint
of the foreign exports of a domestic competitor. Such associ-
ation must not either in the United States or elsewhere enter
into any agreement or conspiracy or do any act which artifici-
ally or Intentionally enhances or depresses prices within the
United States of the commodities of the class exported by
such associations ., .The prohibition against unfair methods of
competition contained in the Federal Trade Commission Act is
extended to competitors engaged in export trade even though
the acts constituting such unfair methods are done without
the territorial jurisdiction of the United States,’
1. Pub. No. 126, 65th Congress.
2, Report of the F.T.C, June 30, 1938.
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These associations are required to file annual
reports and papers with the Commission.
Forty four associations were on file with the
Federal Trade Commission at the close of the fiscal year,
June 30, 1938.^
In discussing the Wehb-Pomerene Act, Senator
Frank B. Kellogg said: "The question is not whether the
principles of the Sherman Act ought to be applied to all
the world. The fact is those principles are not applied
in foreign countries where we must meet the competition
of foreign manufacturers and merchants, and if we have
the power to do so, it is unwise to try to enforce against
our merchants dealing in those countries rules wgich are
not enforced against their foreign competitors.
In the debates in both houses the fact was stressed
that it would make it possible for small American exporting
firms to reduce their selling costs, thereby enabling them
to compete in foreign markets, whereas large corporations
such as United States Steel and International Harvester Com-
pany needed no such assistance and would have no occasion
to resort to the methods permitted by the new law.
The Packers and Stockyards Act.
The Packers and Stockyards Act
—
"an Act to regulate
interstate and foreign commerce in live stock products, dairy
products, poultry, poultry products, and eggs and for other
3
pur no ses " --was approved August 15, 1921,
This followed a bitter and protacted struggle be-
1. Report of the F.T.C. June 30, 1938.
2. 56 Cong. Rec . 107.
3. 42 Stat. 1.159.
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tween the packers and the Federal Trade Commission. The
investigation was inaugurated by the Commission in 1917 at
the order of the President, and the report stated that there
was no competition in buying livestock betw'een the five major
packing companies, and recommended that the private car lines
of the packers be taken over by the transportation agencies,
and that the Railroad Administration, a government war time
agency, acquire the more important stockyards. The packers
submitted to a consent decree February 27, 1920, requiring
them to refrain from monopolistic practices, to dispose of
their large interests in non-live stock products, to sell
their railroads, retail stores and stockyards, and to submit
to continuous inquiry about their business conduct thereafter.
Through this Act the stockyards were subjected to
regulation of rates and practices as public service corpora-
tions while the packers were continued under the prohibitions
and provisions of the anti-trust laws, to which were added
prohibition of certain unfair or monopolistic practices which
were considered especially reprehensible or dangerous in the
packing business. The Federal Trade Commission was relieved
of all jurisdiction over the industry and the Secretary of
Agriculture was given authority to regulate the stockyards,
and to consider complaints of violations by the packers of
the laws against Improper trade practices, and to issue
cease and desist orders against such practices.
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The Capper Volstead Act .
The Capper-Volstead Act— '’an act to authorize
association of producers of agricultural products ’’--approved
February 18, 1922.^ Agricultural producers were expressedly
authorized to form associations to control their marketing
operations, thereby being relieved of the threat of prosecu-
tion under the Sherman Law. A provision allowed the Secretary
of Commerce to enter a restraining order if he should find
any such association restraining trade to such an extent as
to "unduly enhance" prices
.
The National Industrial Recovery Act .
The National Industrial Recovery Act
—
"An Act to
encourage national industrial recovery, to foster fair com-
petition, and to provide for the construction of useful
public works, and for other pur poses"—was approved June 16,
1933.^
The Act stated in part: "it is the policy of
Congress to remove obstructions to the free flow of inter-
state and foreign commerce which tend to diminish the amount
thereof;.. to provide for the general welfare by promoting
the organization of Industry for the purpose of cooperative
action among trad<= groups, to induce and maintain united
action of labor and management under adequate governmental
sanctions and supervision, to eliminate unfair competitive
practices ....
"upon the application to the President by one or
more trade or industrial associations or groups, the
President may approve a code or codes of fair competition
for the trade or industry... After the President shall ^ve
approved any such code, the provisions of such code shall be
standards of fair competition for such trade or industry...
1, 42 Stat. 1.388
2. Pub. No. 67--73d. Cong.
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”The President is authorized to enter into agree-
ments with and to aoprove voluntary agreements between and
among, persons engaged in a trade or industry, labor organiza-
tions, and trade or industrial organizations, associations or
groups, relating to any trade or industry, if in his judgement
such agreements will aid in effectuating the policy of this
title (viz. industrial recovery) with respect to transactions
in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce...”
The Robinson-Patman Act .
The Robinson-Patman Act—“An Act to supplement
existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies
and for other purposes”—^was approved June 19, 1936.^
The Act stated in part; ”lt shall be unlawful for
any person engaged in commerce .. .either directly or indirectly,
to discriminate in price between different purchasers of com-
modities of like grade and quality, ... .where the effect of
such discrimination may be substantially to lessen competition
or tend to create a monopoly in any line of commerce. ...
Provided, that nothing herein contained shall prevent differen-
tials which make only due allowance for differences in the cost
of manufacture, sale, or delivery resulting from the differing
methods or quantities in which such commodities ... are sold
or delivered. .. .Provided further that nothing herein contained
shall prevent persons engaged in selling goods ... .from select-
ing their own customers in bona fide transactions... further.
That nothing herein contained shall prevent price changes
from time to time... in response to changing conditions....
“Nothing herein shall prevent a seller from rebutting
the .. case (against him) by showing that his lower price or
the furnishing of services or facilities to any purchaser or
purchasers was made in good faith to meet an equally low price
of a competitor, or the services or facilities furnished by
a competitor.”
“it shall be unlawful for any person engaged in
commerce, .. .to be a party to, or assist in, any transaction...
which discriminates to his Imowledge against competitors...
“Any person violating any of the provisions of this
section shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than
$5,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both...”
1. Public -No. 692—74 th Cong
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The Mlller-Tydlngs Act ,
The Miller-Tydings Resale Price Maintenance Act--
”An Act to provide additional revenue for the District of
Columbia, and for other purposes”—was approved August 17,
1937.^ (The reason for the wording of this bill was that
the bill was passed as a ”rider” to a bill providing for
appropriations for the District of Columbia.)
This Act amended the Sherman Act, providing that
nothing in the Sherman Act ”shall render illegal, contracts
or agreements prescribing minimum prices for the resale of
a commodity which bears, or the label or container of which
bears, the trade mark, brand, or name of the producer or
diistributor of such commodity ... .Provided further. That the
preceding proviso shall not make lawful any contract or
agreement, providing for the establishment or maintenance of
minimum resale prices on commodities herein involved, betv/een
manufacturers, or betv/een producers, or between wholesalers,
or between brokers, .. .factors, .. .retailers, .. .persons, firms,
or corporations in competition with each other.”
The Wheeler "Lea Act.
The Wheeler-Lea Act--a purely amendatory act in-
corporated and integrated wholly in the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act—was approved March 21, 1938.^
This Act specifically made unlawful the dissemina-
tion of false advertisements of food, drugs, devices or cos-
metics. Tne Federal Trade Commission was also empowered to
bring suit in a United States District Court to enjoin
publication of such false advertisements pending final dis-
position of the matter under the complaint. The Act also
1. Public—No. 314—75th Cong
2. Public, No. 447, 75th Cong.
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provlded that an order of cease and desist hecomes final
sixty days after its issuance unless within that period the
respondent petitions the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals to review the order. (Previously such an order would
not become final until the Commission had applied to the Cir-
cuit Court for an order to command obedience to the complaint.)
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VIII. THE FEDERAL TRADE COIvCjUSSION
and MONOPOLISTIC PRACTICES
With these various trends of federal anti- trust
policy in mind, let us look at the activities of the Federal
Trade Commission with regard to those practices which are
considered in restraint of trade.
Unfair Price Practices
In the category of unfair price practices are con-
tained, local price cutting by large-scale units; "fitting
brands"; "fighting companies" namely those organized for
punitive purposes rather than for the conducting of legitimate
business. In cases of price cutting below cost the question
is obviously extremely complicated; thus such factors have
to be considered as to what constituted the various components
V
of costs, fixed, operating or continuing; in a rapidly falling
market a comi^any with a large inventory may have to sell at a
loss in order to liquidate with less serious loss; again a
company seeking to utilize its plant more fully may have to
cut prices to a degree; hence it is often necessary to judge
motives, and hence states of mind.
The Commission in the Fleischmann case seemingly
accepted the principle that while prices may be cut in a
particular locality to get business from a competitor, or
to retain it, it must not be reduced under the competitors
prices. This is of dubious legality, since the immediate
effect of price cutting is the increasing of competition,
rather than its lessenning.^
1. F.T.C. vs. Fleischmann Co., 1 F.T.C.D. II 9 .
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The Commission is not well equipped to handle
such cases. In one case where the buccaneering tactics
of a large rendering company forced a smaller competitor
out of business, the process was too lengthly to save
the smaller company, and the final order was not made out
until nearly four years after it had been absorbed by the
Trust. ^ In effect all the Commission could do was to
admonish the company from pursuing similar tactics in the
future, and even then the respondents were under no legal
duty to obey this ord.er until a decree had been entered
in the Circuit Court of Appeals. Thus it would seem that
a private suit for damages, or if the facts of the case
warrant it, a criminal indictment, would more adequately
protect private and public interests.
Price Discriminations
. It is in the larger field
of price discrimination, however, that uhe problem becomes
intricate to the extreme. This question arises v;here a
manufacturer is selling to both i^^olesale and retail es-
tablishments; the growth of such distributive agencies as
chain stores and cooperatives has further complicated
policies vrhich attempt to settle the problem along the
traditional functional lines.
The Federal Trade Commission has taken the position
that all discounts based upon the classification of purchasers
on functional lines are illegal.^ In the Mennen case the
1. F.T.C. vs. Am. Agricultural Chemical Co., 1, F.T.C.D. 226(1916).
2. F.T.C. vs. Mennen Co. 4 F.T.C.D. 256 ; C.C.A. 2d. 268 Fed. 77^^-;
263 u.s. 759.
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Commission found that the respondents, discounting along
functional lines, tended to drive cooperative druggist
associations from the field, (since they held the coopera-
tives to he retailers, and not eligible for wholesale dis-
counts), and hence to lessen competition. The Commission
concluded that both the Federal Trade Commission and the
Clayton Acts were being violated, and ordered the company
to cease and desist ” from d iscriminating in net selling
prices, by any method or device, between purchasers of
the same grade, quality or quantity of commodities, upon
the basis of the classification of its customers as
•Jobbers', 'wholesalers', or 'retailers', or any similar
classification which relates to the customers form of
organ! zation. . .
"
The order of the Commission was set aside by the
Circuit Court, and a writ of "certiorari" to review the
courts decision was denied by the Supreme Court, the Court
finding that there was no evidence of monopoly on the part
of the comoany, or that there had been any deception, mis-
representation or oppression.
The Federal Trade Commission ordered the National
Biscuit and Loose-Wiles companies to cease granting quantity
discounts to chain systems, finding that the chains "were
allowed... to combine the purchases of all the separate
units... for the purpose of receiving larger discounts, but
the companies refused to allov/ associations of independent
retailers ,... to purchase through cooperative agencies."
Moreover it was found as a fact that the cost of selling
to the chains' was the same as selling to a number of in-
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dependent retailers equal to the same number of chain units.
^
The Circuit Court revoked the Commission's order,
and was upheld by the Supreme Court. The court stated
"effective competition requires that merchants have freedom
of action in conducting their own affairs."
^Vhile the traditional channels of trade persisted,
price differentials between wholesalers and retailers were
not particularly discriminatory; with the rise of large
scale retailing and the distintegration of Jobbing trades
along sectional and local lines, volume of purchases no
longer closely corresponded with the trade status of the
buyer.
Allowance Discriminations . In the final report
on the Chain Store Investigation by the Federal Trade Com-
mission in 1935 t it was found that the chains total buying
advantage. Including allowance discounts, was 1.73 pei’cent
over the wholesaler in the grocery field, and around 2.5
percent in the drug field. 2 (Figures were based on a sur-
vey of four cities by the Commission).
It was discovered however that "promotional
allowances"
,
namely payment for services such as window and
counter displays, sales promotion efforts reached consider-
able totals for specific chain systems. Thus the Kroger
G-rocery and Baking Company received ^53^ >735 193^J the
First National Stores Inc. received $342,121 in that same
year. G-eneral Foods Corporation allowed the G-reat Atlantic
1. F.T.C. vs. the National Biscuit Co. and the Loose-Wiles
Biscuit Co. 836
, 299 Fed. 733 (1924).
2. Final Report on the Chain Store Investigation, F.T.C.I 935 .
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& Pacific Tea Company five percent off its list price for
promotional service, and Standard Brands Inc. gave the
same grocery firm $12,000 per month for such services on
yeast alone. Chains are better equipped to give advertis-
ing services than are wholesalers, for they have printed
advertisements which reach numerous customers, window and
counter displays, centralized policy assuring that a
product will be featured in all the stores of a chain.
However some manufacturers make absolutely no
effort to check on the recipients of an allowance to see
if the money is actually used in the designated way. Thus
the Kruger Company admitted that they made no reports to
manufacturers granting them allowances; A. & P. stated
that they were not responsible to General Foods for money
given for promotional allowances, and that the allowance
was simply placed in the general advertising account.
Hence these allowances were regarded in some circles as
nothing more than unfair and discriminatory practices.
In the same manner it was pointed out that certain
volume allowances were discriminatory. Thus a manufacturer
in foods used a plan of progressive discounting system
according to volume, from ten cents oer unit to tv^enty five
cents. Investigation showed that only three companies
(chains) bought in sufficient quantities to benefit from
the type of scale in use. The Great A. & P. Company earned
about $2,000,000 in 193^ brokerages alone.
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The Robinson-Patraan Act originated out of a
desire to prevent chain stores and other large buyers from
securing excessive and unconscinable advantages over their
smaller competitors by virtue of mere size and purchasing
power, irrespective of their actual efficiency or their
real ability to serve the public.
The place of special interests in the history of
the Robinson Patman law cannot be ignored.^ The originators
of the Act, generally known to be the United States Whole-
sale G-rocers Association, (Congressman Patman acknowledged
that its lawyers had drawn up the original draft), had for
their avowed purpose to make it possible by statute to buy
“one- twelfth of a dozen assorted” of nationally advertised
food products at the same unit price as a train load. The
original Bill sought to make it necessary for the manufacturer
to sell each unit at the same price. He was to be allowed
differing prices only if he classified his customers along
the traditional functional lines. In other words those who
sold for resale would be classified as wholesalers, and thus
could be given a wholesale price. But those who sold to con-
sumers would be classified as retailers, and could not be
given wholesale prices, no matter how many units they bought.
Actually the Act differed from the Bill, as it permits
Justifiable discounts for quantity, and payments for useful
and demonstrable services delivered by a distributor for a
manufacturer.
1. "Legislative History", Wheeler Sammons, pgs. 99-131
(Bus. & the R.P.Act )
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Economic Asoects of Discrimination. It has been
pointed out that sma.ll orders are usually “carried” by large
orders; the opposite has usually been assumed to be true.
Figures of one large company showed that over eighty per-
cent of its orders accounted for only twenty five percent
of its sales, and that nearly twenty percent of its orders
are actually filled at a loss.^
In one of the first cases to be heard by the
Federal Trade Commission following the passage of the
Robinson-Patman Act, the Montgomery-Ward— Bird Case, the
cost of handling the Montgomery-Ward business was compared
with the cost of handling a comparable amount of ordinary
retailers orders.^ The figures presented by a leading
accounting firm, checked by the Commission's accountants,
showed that the Bird Company was handling this mail order
house account for IS. 6^- the ordinary retailers comparable
business cost 4-7.1^. The difference in price complaints was
but 20 ^/i)— the actual difference was 25'^.
In the Kraft case it was complained that the
Kraft Company gave a auantity discount on loaf cheese which
amounted to two and a half cents in certain brackets.^
1. Op. Cit., pg. 122, V/. Sammons.
2. In the Matter of Bird & Son Inc. F.T.C. 2 C.C.H. Fed. Trade
Reg. Serv. ^OGO (order issued July 17> 1937)
(It cost Bird ^5 , 719.76 to sell $65,429.44 of its pro-
ducts to Mont. -Ward. It cost Bird $25>3^5«^0 to sell
$62 , 901 . 05 , to small quantity buyers.)
3 . In the matter of Kraft-Phenix Cheese Corp. F.T.C. 2C.C.H.
Fed. Trade Prac
.
Serv. 9061
.
(order issued July 17 , 1937).
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Evidence showed that delivery costs alone accounted for a
difference of nearly four cents per pound.
l^oreover these cases here mentioned did not in-
volve any of the following items, all of which represent
savings flov/ing from quantity orders; thus the importance
of slack season orders; orders in advance of production;
orders which allow advantageous purche.ses of raw materials;
orders which enable the usage of plant facilities which
would otherwise be idle; advance payment on account on
orders, thus supplying needed working capital; orders not
involved in guarantees to jobbers and other customers to
reolace obsolete stock, or to protect against price decline,
or to return unsold goods.
In the question of special services such as pro-
motion of a manufacturer's line, window and counter dis-
plays, demonstraters, preferred locations in stores, sam-
ples, premiums to employees, all have ramifications so
diverse and complicated that the Commission must necessarily
have considerable difficulty in giving a reasonable inter-
pretation to the provisions against discriminatory service
allowances. The Act requires that these allowances must be
on a "proportionally equal" basis to all buyers; no objective
criterion for the Judging on proportionality is provided. Un-
questionably advertising allowances and special promotional
money had been handed out on an indiscriminate basis, with
little regard to the actual performance that accompanied
the payment, and very often these allowances became in
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effect price concessions to the large purchaser.
It ha.s been stated that one of the immediate
effects of the Robinson-Patman Act has been to stop such
practices as the once common practice of paying favored
customers the price of a newspaper advertisement of the
manufacturer's product, and computing that price on the
basis of a national advertising rate, when in fact the
seller received the advantage of a local advertising rate
from the paper.
^
Another, and perhaps unloosed for effect has
been a number of "hold-ups", many cases having been re-
ported of manufacturers notifying customers that they had
been receiving discriminatory discounts, which were now
forbidden by the Robinson-Patman Act, v^hen in fact all
the buyers had been receiving the same discount.
Brokerage Allowances . The problem of "dummy"
brokerage houses under the Robinson-Patman Act has already
appeared. The first case involving the legality of an
order by the Commission to reach the Federal courts, under
this act, was that of the Biddle case.^ The Biddle Comoany
which operated market information and purchasing services
was ordered along with eight other companies to cease and
desist from violating the Section Two-C, that is the broker-
age section, July IJ
,
1937* The Commission found that those
of the respondents v/ho were sellers violated the act by
1. Business and the Rob. -Pat. Act, Kaylin pgs. 132-1^2.
2. F.T.C. vs. Biddle Purchasing Co., N.Y. et.al. 96 Fed.
(2d) 687.
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paying brokerage fees to the Biddle Company, “with knowledge
of the fact that the fees were intended to be and were being
oaid over by the Biddle company to its buyers; that the
buyers were violating the statute by receiving and accepting
brokerage fees paid by the sellers. .. through the Biddle
company; and that the latter was violating the statute by
accepting such fees and transmitting them to the buyers.”
The petition of the respondents to set aside the
Commission's order was denied, May 2, 193^ ^7 “^he Second
Circuit Court (New York). The Court stated:
“Congress may have had in mind that one of the principal
evils inherent in the payment of brokerage fees by the
seller to the buyer directly or through an intermediary, is
the fact that this practice makes it possible for the
seller to discriminate in price without seeming to do so.
If a price discount is given as a brokerage payment to a
controlled intermediary, it may be and often is concealed
from other customers of the seller. One of the main objec-
tives of Section Two-C was to force price discriminations
out into the open where they v/ould be subject to the
scrutiny of those interested, particularly competing buyers...
The order entered is responsive to and justified by the
findings of the Commission and satisfies the requirements
of due process.”^
The Groodyear Tire & Rubber Company case is one
involving such a variety of considerations that a review
of the main issues of the case would serve to throw light
on several modern economic trends. The G-oodyear Company
made a contractural arrangement with Sears-Roebuck in 1926,
to provide tires to Sears at cost plus six percent profit.
The elements entering cost were to be the same as prevailed
in the manufacture of G-oodyear 's ovm product; delivery was
to be in accordance with Sear's shipping Instructions (f.o.b.-
1. F.T.C. vs. Biddle Purchasing Co. N.Y. et.al. 96 Fed.
(2d) 687.
2. F.T.C. vs. G-oodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 92 Fed. (2d) 677;
303 u.s. 631.
3. Dun's Review, May, June, July 1936. -George.

point of manufacture); expense of local shipments direct
to Sear's customers was to be defrayed by Sears; Sears
agreed to make no mention of G-oodyear in its sales.
A second contract tightened up the "cost" part
of the arrangement; certain items were to be exempted
—
thus selling and advertising exoenses, interest on bor-
rowed monies, or loss above a certain proportion, due to
the manufacture of "seconds". G-oodyear' s profits were to
be raised from six to six and a half percent whenever the
price of crude rubber averaged less than twenty five cents
per pound, for the quarter involved.
The Commission held that in the light of prices
on individual types of tires, the average sales price dis-
crimination, remaining after deductions had been made from
the dealer's (viz. Groodyear's) prices for discounts and
allowances and transportation over the entire period,
varied from twenty nine to forty percent, on eight sizes
of tires. When "due allowances" for selling cost differ-
entials were made the net discrimination was reduced to
eleven to twenty two percent on the same tires. (The per-
centages were computed on the basis of net sales prices
to dealers
.
)
During the period under discussion, G-oodyear had
spent some $27,000,000 for advertising and selling expenses.
The Commission's attorneys held that these costs should be
prorated between the Goodyear dealers and Sears. If this were
}'i' : \ '•' ';vi
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accepted then Goodyear's profits from its ovm dealers would
show a substantial increase and v/ould greatly reduce the
apparant differences in cost to Goodyear between the two
channels of distribution, and hence price differentials
would become all the more significant. The Commission's
trial examiner held that these expenses should be prorated
to Sears and the Goodyear dealers because:
1. Goodyear's manufacture of tires for Sears increased
sales resistance to Goodyear's own brands, and necessitated
additional advertising and selling expenses, and longer
terms of discount to their own dealers;
2. by reason of public knowledge of the fact of Goodyear's
manufacture of tires for Sears, the latter derived a sell-
ing advantage from Goodyear's advertising expenditures;
3 . Goodyear secured the Sears business, as it had secured
all its business, by reason of the prominent position it
held in the tire industry, one created and maintained by
its selling efforts.
The Commission (in its judicial capacity) held
that these expenses should not be charged to Sears, and that
this practice was not unfair insofar as the price discrimina-
tion was explained by advertising and selling expenses.
In 1932; Sears audited Goodyear's costs, and con-
cluded that it was being chs.rged improperly with certain
items of administrative expense— thus expenses of the credit
department, maintainence of experimental investigations
related to products other than tires, and cost of the con-
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trollers department expended in checking Goodyear' a payments
for dealers advertising.
In the Profit and Loss Statement, there were cer-
tain items which gave rise to dispute between the respondents
and the Commission's lawyers.
The first of these was the item on Goodyear's own
retail outlets, of which they had 262 in 1933* "*^^6 period
under discussion 1926-1933 these stores suffered losses amount-
ing to over $9>000»000« Conflict arose over the question
whether these losses should be charged to Goodyear's dealer
business or to a venture on its own right. The Commission's
lawyers held that Goodyear was forced into the retail busi-
ness because of Sears competition. The company maintained
that it had established these stores to maintain their busi-
ness of selling and servicing corporations owning large
fleets of vehicles. The company held that only fifteen per-
cent of its sales volume was directly with private customers
(the rest being fleet business), hence only in a few cases
could Sears competition have affected their decision to open
these stores. In the hearings conducted by the Commission a
considerable volume of testimony was put in the record by
manufacturers and dealers to the effect that the exoanslon
of manufacturer- owned stores was primarily an effect of the
of the new competition supplied by Sears. The Commission
took this view and excluded from expenses chargeable to
dealer business such expenses as were incurred in connection
with Goody ear- operated stores.
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Slnce 1924 Groodyear had sold a considerable vol-
ume on bus and taxi mileage rates, where tires are rented
at a flat rate per mile. In this period (1926-1933) &
business amounting to $22,S00,000 was done by G-oodyear and
resulted in a net loss of $1,000,000. Here again there was
the same dispute on whether this item should be included in
the Goodyear dealer Profit and Loss statement.
The Commission was also concerned with the secrecy
Involved in the dealings; thus many details were concealed
from the Commission at the time of the preliminary investiga-
tion; neither were they disclosed to stockholders and sales
officials of Goodyear.
Attention was given to the status of retailers in
the tire field. The number of retail tire dealers was
augmented by a huge mass of chain and mass-distributer outlets
from this period of 1926-1933* Commission held that the
position of the independent retailer had grown steadily worse
in this period, viewing it not so much from the viewpoint of
mere numbers, but in changes in the character of operations,
ability to show a profit, and demoralization (of price struc-
tures) in the Industry. Independent dealers had lost heavily
in the total renewal business. The decline was from 89.^^
in 1926 to 63 . 8^ in 1933 .
Factors in this loss were; sale of spare tires
directly to automobile manufacturers; mail order houses and
chains had increased their shares of the total replacement
business from 8 . 6^ to 13 » 2^ in this period; manufacturer-
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owned stores had captured as against a mere . 5^ 1926 ;
oil connoanies had moved into the field, diverting 9^ through
their filling station outlets, whereas in I 926 these had
been a negligible factor.
The Federal Trade Commission held that the chaotic
conditions prevailing in the tire field, beginning in 1928 were
due in great measure to Sears tactics. Even with extremely
liberal trade-in allowances ( 25^), free tubes and pair prices.
Sears could sell tires at a gross profit as high as 6o^,
while independents in most cases could not meet such competi-
tion, The difference in price actually paid by Sears and
G-oodyear dealers was from 20-25^ in the years 1926-1929> the
period of most rapid growth. The entry of other mass dis-
tributors into this field, the Commission held, was forced
by this disparity and the bludgeoning usage of it by Sears.
In January 193^
»
the United States Rubber Comoany
entered into a "cost plus" contract with Montgomery-Ward;
also U.S, Rubber and G-oodrich Rubber began to sell on the
same basis to the Atlas Company, a Standard Oil subsidiary.
The Commission stressed the fact that Sears heavy deoendence
on low price was illustrated by the fact that when, in res-
ponse to the pleas of various Interests, it brought up its
price schedule up to within lOfo of the leading manufacturers
first line prices, in 1933 * tried to follow the same
trade-in allowance policies as the independent its volume
declined sharply. In 1933 first step to recover its
volume was to restore its 25^ trade-in allowance plan. In
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1926-29 making vigorous use of the wide price differential
it had secured a 9«6f» of the replacement business, as con-
trasted to 2.77'^ iri 1926,
Further the Commission held that (loodyear* s bonus
system to dealers was of small use to small dealers, since
in 1933 only 3^^ of all the dealers received a bonus, and
furthermore many bonuses were in trifling amounts.
The Commission also placed on Sears the principal
responsibility for the growth of company-owned stores, fill-
ing station competition, and private brands, to the pro-
gressive detriment of the independent retail function. The
Commission held that these new competitive elements, many
operating at a loss or without proper assumption of overhead,
were the desperate answers to Sears price competition, rather
than a normal economic development.
In 1926 there were 104 tire and tube manufacturers
selling their output, principally through independent out-
lets. In 1933 there were 32. Hence it was held that the
field of competition was being narrowed both with regard to
manufacturers, and to retailers, and that this area would
continue to ever narrow while the G-oody ear- Sears arrangement
was in effect,
Goodyear's rebuttal pointed out that the agreement
was made in good faith. The course of Sears was defended as
a clear businesslike method. In 1925-1926, learning that
its tire volume was only half of that of its rival, Montgomery-
oolrca =>-'r ‘to ^uo'ioj^.lV '^,111215111 t:
-HOC n t easnla .tfcT o nf:';iie&r.I- 0'2: ji'i? "to b I'a'iuoea bari ul
.^SC^X at ^,TT.'' oJ f)9o3BT:cr
2.unod ? .'.olaaXinsoO erf?
!=*onXa ,ai9li39i5 IXftine cX oa.v .:.[oir.a lo saw a'lalssi) fli€:ra\;a
fjHB (9ufiod B 'ftVjiso:-''! en : Xbsjj srfJ XXb ^o
.stn^ionir -^atlti'iJ n: ?'I9W seeiraod Ydsn 0ioii:*‘rr!;.d''iB'i
XBO-lonlTi'i Brio stB^d no dsOB-C osIjp nolaa -^T,^^oC ‘n'-X
~IIX^ ^8^'I<^X8 Jb-9 .'!VO - i30 3 ic rU«’0'i^;i f5:''j’ ''coX yX i XXcf X'^ nocfao'i
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or!X ..“Oi^unn^ XIbX^'I 0 r fiX'neM9^>ni Xc evlpasT;-^
YOBiii jSXn9 ir 9 /o w ..X' jtnoo 'i^sn qb''. i up: X iixtiil noIasXiuinod
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V/ard, it went Into this field agressively. As a result of
these efforts, it was held, both the parties benefited.
Goodyear had secured a very desirable new customer, making
a profit of more than $6,000,000 from this— this business
being an anchor to the windward in an era of economic de-
pression and wildly fluctuating prices, values and profits.
Also through this arrangement, Goodyear cast on Sears the
risk of raw material price declines and credit losses, and
was thus stabilized greatly in a depression period.
The Commission's order established two tests to
which Goodyear must conform:^
(A) Using individual tire prices as a basis, net realized
prices to Sears must not be less than those to dealers,
when allowances had been made for differences in costs of
transportation, and selling to dealers. (According to this
test, unfair discrimination ranged from 11-22*^ on the eight
popular sizes of tires.
(B) Using aggregate sales as a basis, Goodyear may not earn
a smaller profit on its Sears business than on a similar
volume of its dealer business, although in computing these
profits, Goodyear need not charge to Sears any selling or
advertising expenses incurred in the sale of Goodyear brands,
and must do so to dealers.
The Commission's order closed with the suggestion
that Goodyear either lower its prices to dealers, or raise
1 . Matter of Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., F.T.C.D. 2116 (1936).
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its prices to Sears.
The G-oodyear Company announced the abrogation of
its contract with Sears on account of the passage of the
Robins on-Patman Act,^
On appeal the Supreme Court granted to the Commission
the writ of certiorari, and reversing the decision of the Cir-
cuit Court, remanded the case to the Circuit Court for deter-
mination of its merits.^
The Status of the '*aiiall” Independent
.
A problem concomitant with the question of price
discrimination and resale price maintenance is that of the
place of the small merchant in the distributive system.
The Department of Commerce, in the Census of 1935, which
they employed ten thousand workers who visited every retail
establishment in the country, gives the following figures.
3
(Yearly Volume
)
Stores
Less than |5>000 666,347
i55 f 000----- 9,999 305,711
^fl0,000 -19,999 292,713
$20,000
—29,999 130,716
$30,000 —119,999 120,862
$50,000
—99,999 72,666
1100,000
-299,999 39,267
^00,000 -and Over 6,444
Total 1,654,94a
(Percentages)
Sales Stores Sales
*1,479,325 4i .2 4.4
2,171,441 16.
3
6.3
4,094,661 17.2 12.1
5 ,150,829 6.7
4,625,272 7.4 14.2
5,009,656 4.4 15.0
5 ,S3S ,332 2.3 17.5
6,279,637 .5 20.6
33,249,053 100. 100.
1. N.Y. Times, July IJ
,
1936, pg, 30.
2. F.T.C. vs. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 92 F. (2d) 677;
303 U.S. 631, (May 16, 1933).
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The significance of these figures lies in the fact
that of our retail stores which have a volume of less
than ?5,000 per year, have a volume of less than $16,75
day, thus operating at a net profit of about thirty-five
cents per day, (since a two percent profit is usually con-
sidered to be the average yield). Whatever more than this
is earned must represent abnormally low operating costs.
Including wages, or abnormally high profits or entrepreneural
returns
,
The importance of this number of stores, too small
to give their operators a living wage is the effect on prices
which the consumer must pay. They are not only parasitic
—
and the consumer has to make up the deficit which results
but the consumer must also pay for the tremendous costs in
wholesaling occasioned by the small merchants. It has been
estimated that the consumer pays in the aggregate at least
half of our wholesaling costs for the maintenance of ser-
vices to these outlets which serve only of the total,
"The opinion used to be that the predatory big
trust was looting the poor consumer; now people realize that
the parasitic Incompetent also constitutes a" social and
economic danger. Monopoly dangers of the past are negligible
compared with the high continuous and futile costs of opera-
tion of retalil establishments on a wasteful, incompetent
small scale, fience when we consider the Robinson-Patman
Act and similar legislation, we should question the advis-
ability of gearing down., the whole mechanism to favor its
least competent parts."'
1
.
Ibid., pg. 57.
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Resale Price Maintenance and "Loss-leader” Selling,
The problem of resale price maintenance arises in
the case of trade marked or trade named goods which have a
certain consumer acceptance. The manufacturer looks to the
consumer as his goal, and directs his main efforts of sales-
manship in this direction, and regards the intermediate
agencies of wholesalers and retailers as mere factors in
distribution of his product; hence the manufacturer likes
to determine major problems of scope of advertising, size,
shape and price of his product, and expects to prescribe
to his outlets the price at which his product will be
offered to the public. The manufacturer, after seeing to
it that the profit margins to wholesalers and retailers
are sufficiently attractive, must take some steps to en-
force these price scales. Highly perfected schemes have
been developed to ensure the success of such systems.
Co-mingled with the problem of price maintenance
is that of price-cutting or the selling of "loss leaders".
Chain and department stores, and mail order houses have
been the chief factors in the matter of price cutting, often
pushing aggressive sales campaigns at "featured", "cut"
prices, doubtlessly to take advantage of the advertising
value of such sales.
Price cutting generally goes on on widely advertised
articles, since the price cutter tries to give the customer
the idea that the store is a general low price store, for
losses on these items can be compensated by the sale of non-
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cut articles, the high price of which will not be apparent
to the consumer. The tendency has grown because of the
great multiplicity of items carried by wholesalers and re-
tailers; thus if the volume of sales of a few thousand
items appear to be at stake, it may be good business to
sacrifice profits on certain items or to even sell at a
loss. Moreover it may make sizeable contributions to
overhead, by greatly increasing the total volume of busi-
ness.
Distributors denounce loss leaders since customers
may regard them as profiteers when they offer at standard
prices, the identical article which the price cutter is
offering at lower prices. Thus they may lose not only the
sale of the branded article but consumer good will as well.
Hence condemning chains and other orlce cutters, they gener-
r
ally seek assurance from the manufacturer that their own
margin of profit will receive protection. Independent
stores are often the chief outlets for manufacturers, and
they are inclined to grant the desired protection. From
the viewpoint of the manufacturer also cutting of prices
often result in the "footballing" of prices for the product
in a downward spiral to a level where profits are impossible.
Legal background. The leading case of price main-
tenance prior to the enactment of the Federal Trade Commission
Act was the Miles case, where the courts denied an injunction
to a manufacturer against a dealer who refused to abide by
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contracts setting prices for the products. 1 While the case
was decided on technical grounds, the courts found that the
sales plan restricted “the freedom of trade on the part of
dealers who own what they sell", and that agreements or
combinations "having for their sole purpose the destruction
of competition and the fixing of prices, are injurious to
the public interest and void," The court concluded that
"the complainant having sold its products at prices satis-
factory to itself, the public is entitled to whatever ad-
vantage may be derived from competition in the subsequent
traffic,
"
Later the same article was patented, and on the
package in which it was sold was the statement that the sale
of the package below $1,00 would be a violation of the license
and an infringement of the patent. The manufacturer later
claimed patent infringement on cut selling, but the Supreme
Court held that the privileges conferred by the patent law
did not include the right to fix retail prices.
^
Justice Holmes made a vigorous dissent in the Ittles
case. He pleaded that the public interest should be the de-
ciding factor in cases where there were no body of Judicial
precedent. "I cannot believe that in the long run the public
will profit by this court permitting knaves to cut reasonable
prices for some ulterior motive of their own, and thus Impair,
if not destroy, the production and sale of articles which” it
is assumed to be desirable that the oublic should be able to
get."
Thus the legal status of price maintenance was
1. Dr. Miles Medical Co. vs. Park & Sons, 220 U.S. 373 (1911).
2. Bauer vs. O'Donnell 229 U.S. 1 (1913).
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that the manufacturer could not safely, either on patented
or non-patented merchandise, employ either notices or con-
tracts. The Supreme Court had refused to enforce both of
these instruments, and in two lower courts, the Government
1 phad enjoined their use as violations of the Sherman Act. *
The first case of a customer bringing suit against
a seller who was attempting to compel adherence to fixed
retail prices was that of A.& P. vs. Cream of Wheat. 3 A. & P.
brought suit against the cereal company for damages, under
the Clayton Act, claiming it to be acting in restraint of
trade, because of refusal to sell. The Court denied the
complaint, holding that it was not an unreasonable restraint
of trade; moreover it held that the granting of an injunc-
tion would cause a restraint of trade to the extent of aid-
ing the price cutter to eliminate competition by making it
impossible for the retailers to handle the article at a
profit. Other cases similar to this, namely simple refusal
to sell were decided in the same manner. *
In the meantime cases came to the Supreme Court
involving indictments under the Sherman Law, where the
manufacturers had urged dealers only to sell at fixed prices,
and had refused to sell to dealers who did not comply, but
1. U.S. vs. Keystone Watch Case Co. D.D. Pa., 212 Fed. 50 (1915).
2. U.S. vs. Kellogg Toasted Corn Flakes Co. D.C. Mich. 222
Fed. 725 (1915).
3. Great A. 8c P. Tea Co. vs. Cream of Wheat Co. D.C.N.Y. 22^
Fed. 556 (1915)
4. V/elch Grape Juice Co. vs. Frey & Son Inc. 4 C.C.A. 261
Fed. 62. (1919)
5. Frey & Son Inc. vs. Cudahy Packing Co. 256 U.S. 202 (I92I)
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1 ?
used no contracts. * The court refused the indictments;
"In the absence of any purpose to create or maintain a
monopoly, the Act does not restrain the long recognized
right of a trader or manufacturer engaged in an entirely
private business, to exercise his own independent dis-
cretion as to persons with whom he will deal. And of
course, he may announce in advance the circumstances
under which he will refuse to sell... In Dr, Miles Medi-
cal Co, vs. Park & Sons Co, supra., the unlawful combina-
tion was effected through contracts which undertook to
prevent dealers from freely exercising the right to sell,”
The leading case in which the Federal Trade
Commission was Involved was the Beechnut Packing Co.,
case, where the Commission issued an order to cease from
their price fixing methods which did not include con-
tracts but had elaborate card records of dealers, and
maintained a staff of Investigators to look into viola-
tions of the price policies, and kept lists of "desir-
able” dealers and "do not sell” dealers,^ The order was
set aside by the Circuit Court but was reaffirmed by the
Supreme Court, in a five- four decision. The majority
opinion held that "the facts show that the Beech-Nut sys-
tem goes far beyond the simple refusal to sell goods to
persons who will not sell at stated prices, which in the
Colgate case was held to be within the legal right of the
producer ,. .The system here disclosed necessarily con-
stitutes a scheme which restrains the natural flow of com-
merce, and the freedom of competition in the channels of
interstate trade... From this ... conduct a court may infer...
that competition among retail distributors is oractically
suppressed, for all who would deal in the company's pro-
ducts are constrained to sell at the suggested prices.
.
.
1. U.S. vs. Colgate 25O U.S. 3OO (1919)
2. U.S. vs. Schrader Sc Son. Inc., 252 U.S. 85.
3. F.T.C. vs. Beech-Nut Packing Co. U.S. ^1,4-59 (l92c )
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Nor is the Inference overcome by the conclusions stated in
the Commission’s findings that the merchandising conduct
of the company does not constitute a contract ... .The
specific facts show that suppression of the freedom of
competition by methods. , .which are quite as effective as
agreements expressed or implied, ..By these methods the
company although selling its products at prices satisfactory
to it, is enabled to prevent competition in their subsequent
di sposition.
.
.
“
This decision, however, pointed out that the
passage of the Federal Trade Commission Act had not ex-
tended the law to the point that resale orice maintenance
could be declared Illegal as an unfair method of com-
petition, unless the presence of an element of illegal
cooperation was proved. (The Commission had contended
that it was illegal per se.
)
In the Oeneral Electric case, the Court held
that when the dealer is an agent of the manufacturer, the
latter may control resale prices without contravening the
law,^
The "Fair Trade” Movement
.
G-rowth of the Fair
Trade Law movement— forty three States had such laws in
June, 193^— passage of the Miller-Tydings Act has
necessarily modified the position of the Federal Trade
Commission with regard to price maintenance. Thus of the
seven complaints mentioned in the Commission's annual re-
port for 1937> ^wo were closed because the Commission had
no evidence that the defendants had engaged in such prac-
tices in the District of Columbia, or in the five states
not having Fair Trade Laws.^ The remaining five cases
1, U.S. vs. General Electric Co. 272 U.S. ^76 (1926).
2. F.T.C. Report June, 193^*
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were continued since the systems used by the respondents
involved shipping and sale of the product in the District
of Columbia, (which has no Fair Trade Law).
Present Legal Status
.
Court trends too have
changed the status of price maintenance. In Nebbie vs.
New York, the Supreme Court upheld the right of a state
board to fix minimum prices for milk. The Court held that
the due process clause was not controlling. "Neither
property rights nor contre^ct rights are absolute.
.
.Equally
fundamental with the private right is that of the public
to regulate it in the common interest.
"...No exercise of the private right can be
imagined which will not in some respect, however slight,
affect the oublic; no exercise of the legislative pre-
rogative to regulate the conduct of the citizen which
will not to some extent abridge his liberty or affect his
property. But subject only to constitutional restraint,
the private rights must yield to the public need,
"...If... the industry is subject to regulation
in the public interest, what constitutional principle bars
the state from correcting existing maladjustments touching
prices? We think there is no such principle. Price con-
trol, like any form of regulation, is unconstitutional
only if arbitrary, or demonstrably Irrelevant to the policy
the legislature is free to adopt, and hence an unnecessary
and unwarranted interference with individual liberty."
(Justice Roberts)^
A typical State Fair Trade Law is that of the
State of California, which states that where prices are
set on a trade marked article, by vertical contracts, it
is unfair competition for any dealer to cut below the con-
tractural price. The Supreme Court has upheld the con-
stitutionality of such a contractural arrangement, and has
1. Nebbie vs. New York, 291 U.S. 502 (193^)
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held that others who have notice of it must conform, even
if they are not parties to the contract.^ •
In the same way the Illinois "Fair Trade Act” was
upheld, the decision stating that the distributors owned the
commodity, but not the brand name, and the accompanying good
will; the distributors were free to sell the commodity, if
they wished, without identifying labels or containers, at
any orice they chose. Whether price cutting in the sale of
trade marked articles was injurious to the goodwill of the
producer was "fairly open to difference of opinion”, but if
the states decided that goodwill was thus damaged, the method
of protection selected, was not unconstitutional,
^
Trends . The most difficult problem in enforcing
the antl-tru.st laws is admittedly the proving that a com-
bination exists; the Tydings-Miller Act unquestionably makes
this matter of proof even more difficult. Now that a single
manufacturer may lawfully control the resale prices of his
product it may be more troublesome to prove that several
manufacturers, each fixing retail prices, have agreed upon
and are fixing one price at which similar products of any
of them may be retailed. This difficulty is present not so
greatly in smaller Industries, where the element of com-
petition is stronger, but in large-capital Industries where
the possibilities of price agreements are stronger.
1. (California) The Pep Bovs, Manny, Moe & Jack vs. Pyroil
Sales Co. 57 Sup. Ct. 147 (1936)
2. Old Dearborn Distributing Corn. vs. Seagram-Dis tillers
Corp. 57 Sup. CT. 139 (1936).
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A1 though the Miller-Tydings act and the State
Fair Trade Acts apply only to trade-marked or branded pro-
ducts, almost any product from steel to walnuts can be
trade-marked or branded. Thus to the agency arrangement
of price fixing is added this method of price fixing by
means of actual sales. Proponents of this type of legisla-
tion point out that such laws do not authorize governmental
price fixing, and that they are not compulsory of action by
manufacturers or producers.^ The Supreme Court, in uphold-
ing the constitutionality of State Fair Trade Acts said;
"It is clear that this ... does not attempt to fix prices,
nor does it delegate such power to private persons. It
permits the designated private persons to contract with
respect thereto. It contains no element of compulsion, but
simply legalizes their acts, leaving them free to enter in-
to the authorized contract or not as they see fit."^
The courts interpret the primary aims of these
laws to be the protection of the producer's good-will, a
thing which he owns. Hence price maintenance is adopted
as an appropriate means of achieving that legitimate end.
In the Goodyear case, where the problems of price
discrimination and price maintenance were inter-related,
much of the argumentation centered about the desirability
of "preserving the little man."^ The proponents arguments
ran to the effect that the preseirvation of the small in-
dependent distributor is of paramount economic and social
1, Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on the
Judiciary (Senate) 75^^^ Cong, first ses. March ^,1937.
2, Old Dearborn Distributing Coro, vs. Seagram-Distillers
Corp., 57 S.C. 139.
3, F.T.C. vs. G-oodi' ear Tire & Rubber Co. 92 Fed. 667.
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Importance, and that many independents are losing ground,
not through inefficiency, but because of the bludgeoning
tactics of the large buyers. If the large competitor is
able to exact price concessions which are greater than
can be Justified by differences in the cost of service,
the small man is under a crushing handicap. This is fur-
ther accentuated when his large rival takes a further cut
at the fixed price by offering loss leaders. Relation-
ships between large suppliers and large distributors (the
element of stock transfer was present between Goodyear and
Sears) were seen as powerful forces making for monopolistic
control of business.
The large manufacturer can cripple competitors
and obtain monopolistic margins from all his customers ex-
cept the mass distributor. Small business thus must carry
most of the selling and distributing expenses both for it-
self and its rival.
Countering arguments ran to the effect that small
operators should have no special protection, but should sur-
vive only where they are economically Justifiable, and can
hold their markets by efficiency or by virtue of some special
services.^
Where price maintenance is effective, it was held,
it introduces uniformity of prices between dealers who often
have widely diverse costs, tends to Impede innovation, forces
1. Hearings on Tydlngs-Miller Bill. Op. Clt,
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a merchandlBing stress upon service, and remove price com-
petition In the retail markets with respect to the goods
protected. Among Its effects, the one for which there Is
the least Justification from the consumers viewpoint, Is
the establishment of uniform prices In all types of outlets
under diverse conditions of cost, efficiency and services,
A generalized distributive system on this basis would be
disastrous, It was held.
Forces Supporting Legislation
. In passing it
should be mentioned that the passage of the Tydlngs-Miller
Act and the spread of State Fair Trade Laws can be attributed
In great measure to pressure brought upon the various legis-
latures by various wholesale and retail associations. More-
over the Tydlngs-Miller Act removed from producers, who
were doubtlessly reluctant to enter Into price contracts
for business reasons, the legal "excuse" of fear of pro-
secution under the Sherman Act inhibitions.^
One of the activities of Trade Associations which
have a large proportion of the trade in their membership,
with aggressive leadership and close ties among the members,
has been the use of their power against certain manufacturers
or dealers in trade boycotts. Thus wholesalers associations
have often come into conflict with manufacturers who dealt
with their arch rivals the chains or cooperative agencies.
The Federal Trade Commission has dealt with some of the
1 , Business and the Roblnson-Patman Act. — G-ordon, Thurlow,
M. pgs. 39-67.
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attempts by associations to direct by concerted action the
channels of wholesale and retail distribution, and has been
generally sustained in its findings by the courts,^ Thus a
decree was entered in a Circuit Court enjoining the National
Association of Retail Druggists, and the National Wholesale
Druggists Association, perpetually from "inducing, forcing,
or compelling any manufacturer ...to enter into any contract.
The methods and power of concerted action can be
appreciated from excerpts from an article appearing in the
Law Review of the University of California;
^
"..In the January 1, 1935 > issue of the Northern
California Drug News there is an editorial lauding a well
known national dentifrice and antiseptic manufacturer for
finally issuing fair-trade contracts after months of request,
including a formal petition, on the oart of retailers. The
company was praised particularly because it guaranteed
minimum margins of IS .
4
percent, 26.5 percent, and 3^.2 oer-
cent (on cost price)
.
.depending upon the quantity purcna’sed.
However, on July I3, 1935 > dealers in California received
letters from this firm advising them that it was necessary
to withdraw from operation under the Fair Trade Act, since
they were making shipments directly from Chicago and hence
were involved in Interstate commerce.
"Immediately a storm broke loose in California
which swept into other states before it has spent itself.
On July 17 the northern e.ssociation passed a resolution
condemning the company and urging and advising its members
to "discontinue the sale of the products of any and all com-
panies which cancel Fair Trade contracts." Similar action
was taken in the southern association. The response of the
trade was amazing; an almost universal boycott was raised
against the firm. For a period it was impossible to obtain
the products of the firm only from a few cut-rate outlets.
An interesting aspect was that a large number of wholesale
houses also cooperated by refusing to deliver the items of
the company.
1
. Prof. Ewald T. Grether—Univ. of California, Sect. 1936.
2. F.T.C. vs. Wholesale Grocers Association of El Paso et.ol.
3 F.T.C.D. 109.
F.T.C. vs. Southern Hardware Jobbers Association et.al.
4 F.T.C.B. 42S Circuit Court of U.S.-Dist. of Indiana.
No. 10593.
F.T.C. vs. The Atlanta Wholesale Grocers et.al, 4 F.T.C.D.
^66 (1922).
Ill
1
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**It appears that the company had a startling de-
cline of sales in California. Worse still, the antagonism
spread into other states and affected sales and attitudes
nationally. The outcome was that the company capitulated
completely, again issuing contracts in California, and like-
wise, so it is stated, giving a check of $25,000 to the
National Association of Retail Druggists to be used in its
fight for price maintenance legislation,”
Tlelng Contracts
In the case of Henry vs. A.B. Dick Co., a majority
of the Supreme Court held that the manufacturer of a patented
article could "license” the purchaser to use it upon the con-
dition that he use with it only supplies and accessories,
non-patented, made by the same manufacturer.^ This case was
one of the factors leading to Section Three of the Cl.ayton
Act,
The first case of this sort following the passage
of the Clayton Act resulted in an overruling of the Dick
case.- This decision held to be Invalid a clause which
specified in the sale of a patented machine that only the
unpatented film of the vendor could be used. The next year,
however, the Court held that the tying contracts of the.
United Shoe Machinery Corporation, requiring lessees of
patented machinery to use in connection with them only un-
patented machines of the lessor, did not constitute violation
under the Sherman Law. 3 The Clayton Act was not at issue
since the alleged offenses were committed prior to the enact-
1. Henry vs. A. B. Dick Co., 224 U.S. 1 (1912).
2. Motion Pictures Patents Co. vs. Universal Film Manufacturing
Co. et.al. 2^3 U.S. 502 (1917).
3. U. S. vs. Winslow 227, U.S. 202 (191S).
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ment of the law. The changes made by the Clayton Act were
recognized by the Court in the second United Shoe case, where
the tying clauses were held to be illegal,^ Exploitation of
a patent right by extending the application of the grant to
other commodities more or less closely allied with the sub-
ject of the patent has been subjected to increasing restric-
tion.
Patents ,
However, in the field of patent law, monopolistic
tendencies have for a long time overshadowed the original
purpose of patent protection which was the encouragement of
imorovement of the means of production. The owners of some
patent© have, by the exclusive exploitation of their rights,
secured legal protection for the establishment of manufactur-
ing units so large that they were impregnable by the time
the patent expired, thus the United Shoe Machinery Company,
the Aluminum Corporation, the Singer Sewing Machine Company
and the American Can Company, 2
The patent law also serves to prolong the orotection
of the monopolist, since patents upon improvements can not be
exploited without license from the holder of the basic patent,
hence those who patent improvements can generally sell the
Improvements to the holder of the basic patent. Thus it is
generally known that the United Shoe Machinery Company has
1, U,Shoe Mach, Corp, et.al, vs. U.S. 25g U,S. 451. (1922),
2, The Decline of Competition, Arthur R. Burns, pgs. II-I7 .
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dominated its field through this method, although the basic
patents have long since expired.
At the Temporary National Economic Committee hear-
ings one method discussed at length was the issuance of
“restrictive patent licenses".^ These are licenses which
require the licensee to abide by certain conditions, to
limit the kinds and amounts of goods he will produce on his
machine, to turn over to the licensing corporation the
patent rights on any improvement he might make on the de-
vice.
Testimony developed the facts that licenses con-
taining such restrictions are issued by the Hartford-Empire
Company of Connecticut, This company owns 7^7 glass-making
patents which it licenses manufacturers to use. These
manufacturers produced last year about 67 percent of the
glass containers produced in the country. About 29 percent
were produced on machines covered in similar manner by
patents owned by the Owens-Illinois Olass Company. Less than
3 percent were produced by “independents."
A man wishing to go into the glass-making business
would have to get licenses from one of these two companies
(according to the testimony of F.G-. Smith, president of
Hartford-Empire); Owens-Illinois have granted few such li-
censes in recent years, and according to witnesses it was
difficult to obtain even a restrictive license. Mr. Smith
testified that his company took basic conditions into con-
sideration before issuing licenses. Thus in relation to
the production of milk bottles, no such license would be
granted, because there was a serious overproduction in that
field.
Another factor in the field of patents is the
tendency of patentees to “put their patents to sleep."
In IS96 it was held for the first time that the suppression
1. U.S. News Dec. 19, 193^
1
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of a patent was within the rights of the patentee, and the
principle was upheld by the Supreme Court in 1908 and 1916,^
In this manner a law intended to encourage the improvement
of the means of production is perverted so as to permit the
obstruction of the utilization of new knowledge in order to
protect those who have committed themselves to older methods.
The difficulty is due in part to the fact that producers
must commit themselves for long periods of time.
Another factor is that the high cost of patent
litigation gives a very powerful weapon to the financially
powerful companies. Small firms may be prevented from ex-
ploiting patents which they have obtained, but the validity
of which they cannot have confirmed without undergoing pro-
hibitive expense. Threatened litigation by such companies
as the National Cash Register, Eastman Kodak, United Shoe
iiachlnery and others have been enabling factors in their
growth.
Assistant Attorney-G-eneral Thurman Arnold brought
up the possibility of more flexible patent laws, which would
leave more to the courts decisions about licensing policy
where the public interest is substantially affected. He
favored a sort of "rule of reason" rather than the granting
of an unrestricted monopoly on a patent for a 17 year period.^
1. Hoe vs. Knap, 27 Fed. 204 (1896).
. Continental Paper Bag Co, vs. Eastern Bag Co., 210 U.S.
405 (19O8).
Lffptlon Picture Patents Co. vs. Universal Film Co. et.al.,
243 U.S. 502 (1917).
2. U.S. News, December 193^«
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Excluslve Dealing Contracts,
Exclusive dealing contracts from the manufacturers
point of view are the means of securing the undivided loyalty
of retail distributors. It is most in evidence among manu-
facturers of nationally advertised brands who are inclined
to regard wholesale and retail outlets as merely merchandis-
ing agencies to get the goods to the ultimate consumer. How-
ever in small towns, having only one or two outlets, ex-
clusive dealings contracts may result in the tying up of
substantial parts of the trade to competitors, by manufacturers
of widely advertised products. In the Continental Wall Paper
case in which there was a combination of 95 percent of all the
wall paper manufacturers in this country, a concerted policy
of entering into exclusive contracts was found by the Supreme
Court to be monopolistic in tendency, and the contracts were
declared to be unenforceable.^
There are some miscellaneous cases; enticing em-
ployees of a competitor; charges of tampering with the
samples or advertising of competitors; charges of bribing
employees of customers to adulterate and spoil lacquers
and varnishes of competitors. One interesting case is the
one concerning the Chamber of Commerce of Missoula, Montana,
sharing the hostility of most of its members towards the
large mail order houses of the big cities, arranged with the
1. Continental Wall Paoer Co. vs. Voight & Sons Co.,
212 U.S. 227 (1909)*.
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local moving picture house to designate certain days as
"mail order catalogue day", on which day any child present-
ing a mail order catalogue at the box office, was admitted
free. Several hundred of these catalog*ues were thus turned
in and destroyed. The Federal Trade Commission ordered this
practice to be discontinued.
The Federal Trade Commission has long been a foe
of the "basing point" system.^ This is the practice of
quoting prices on a common center, or basing point, whether
for the output of scattered plants of one concern, or for
the products of several independent producers located at
different points. The delivered price at any other point
is computed by adding to the base price at each basing point,
the freight charge from that point to the point of delivery,
and adopting the smallest of the totals. The product may
actually be shipped from a plant near the buyer, but the
price is computed on the basing point.
The question of price discrimination brings this
system into question since the claim is that sellers after
making allowances for the cost of transportation among their
various customers, exacted higher prices from customers
having little or no transportation expense, and accepted
lower prices from those having heavy transportation expenses.
This discrimination is prohibited in both Section Two of the
Clayton Act, and in the Robinson-Patman Act. (However the
1. Burns, Decline of Competition, Pgs. 2S2-371.
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provision in the Robinson-Patman Act condoning the meeting
of a competitors price is probably sufficient to justify
freight destination prices, under the Act).
Under the National Recovery Act, basing point
systems were used in the cement and lumber industries, al-
though they were not specifically authorized in the codes.
^
When the code for fair competition for the iron and steel
industry was drawn up, explicit provision was made for the
legal enforcement of the practice. The code provided that
all prices, with the exception of a few minor classes of
the products, should be delivered prices and set out the
basing points for each product.
The Federal Trade Commission pursuing its tradition-
al policy of opposition to the system in its report in 1935,
said of the territorial discrimination involved in the system,
"it is in essence the monopolization by the sellers to the
exclusion of the buyers of the natural advantages inherent in
the natural resources of that territory.”^
In its report to the Temporary National Economic
Committee, March 1939> The Federal Trade Commission said:
"V/hen the system (the basing point system) is working smoothly,
it appears that quotations on steel of a given quantity and
quality are identical at any point of delivery .. .Mills located
at points other than the basing points use the standard
formula as if they were located there. Hence to the customer
there is no difference between the quality and delivered
price offered by all bidders.
1. Burns, pgs. 307, 325, 326. Op. Cit.
2. F.T.C., Practices of the Steel Industry under the Code, 1934-.
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"On the surface the producers aporoach the cus-
tomer with a united front. Competition in' such crude
matters as price and quality has been put aside, and all
that seems to remain is a gentlemanly emulation in the art
of making friends and influencing people.”
Abandoning its satirical vein the Commission's
report said:
"Secret discounts in quality or quantity may exist in the
case of strong and Influential private bodies,—but small
and medium sized private buyers and public bodies must pay
the formula price.”
After pointing out economic wastes in cross
hauling, the report continued "..the price flurry of June
193^ reduced base prices: The industry was forced to
operate at better than capacity to make a profit.
This change was regarded by the industry as deplorable, al-
though it led to large increases in production and conse-
quently in employment. ‘The situation was comnetltive,
'
Mr. Crace said, and he hoped that 'it had been* cured'.
(New York Times, Oct., 1939)"!
The report then claimed that the system permitted
"raiding”, since large companies by charging profitable
prices in nearby territories, can accept lower net returns
in particular localities, and a powerful company can in
this fashion, "raid" its smaller competitor. Moreover local
price cutting of the basing system, brings the threat of
price raiding. It was recalled that the Commission in the
Pittsburg Plus case found that the American Bridge Company
could underbid its rivals, because they were able to buy
materials from fellow subsidiaries of United States Steel
at low prices. Since then other large steel producers have
acquired fabricating companies, and thus have opportunities
1. New York Times, March S, 1939
.
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for similar advantages over Independent fabricators.
"The ability to decide on a price and hold to it
regardless of demand, which is the essence of monopoly, is
a prime factor in the establishing the vicious circle of
high orices, restricted production, and reduced employment
so widely condemned as 'scarcity economics.'"
"If free competition is not restored, the alter-
native will be the public control of the details of business
policy, including prices, wages, and production schedules."
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IX, STATUS OF ANTI-TRUST POLICY
Concentration In American Industry
The question may be asked, how has our anti- trust
policy functioned with regard to the larger Issue of pre-
servation of competitive conditions In our Industrial system?
The Department of Justice readily acknowledges Its failure
on this larger Issue.^
“In 1932, according to statistics of the Bureau
of Internal Revenue 53 percent of all corporate-owned assets
In this country were held by 61S corporations, constituting
0.02 of 1 percent of the number of corporations reporting
(and submitting balance sheets). 5 percent of the corpora-
tions owned S5 percent of all corporate ovmed wealth in 1932.
More than ^0 percent of all net income enjoyed by corporations
In 1932, went to 232 corporations, while of the country's
manufacturing corporations 1,2 percent accounted for 63 per-
cent of aggregate net profits. In 193^ the only group of
corporations to earn an aggregate net profit, was the group
whose assets exceeded $5‘^>000>000»
“Further problems of concentration lie in the owner-
ship of the corporations. In 1929i ^ banner year for stock
ownership, the 3.2 percent of the population who filed Income
tax returns, accounted for the receipt of more than S3 percent
of all dividends paid to individuals. Percent of these
dividends reported were received by 0.3 of 1 percent of our
population.
“Moreover holding companies and interlocking
directorates serve further to centralize control."
The National Industrial Conference Board Bulletin
(1930) edited by Berle and Means showed:
“There are over 300*000 non-flnancial corporations
in the United States in 1929* 200 of these, or less than
7/100 of 1 percent control nearly half the wealth (49.2
percent)
.
1, Report of Assistant Attorney G-eneral Robert H. Jackson,
Anti-trust Division, Report of the Attorney General of
the United States, year ending June 30, 1939, pgs. 35-63.
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"Moreover M^^en the grov/th of wealth of the 200
largest corporations (non-financial ) Is compared with that
of all other (non-financial) corporations, they show the
growth to be proportionnally far more rapid. The 200
largest corporations (from Federal Trade Commission figures)
have increased from 1909-I929 over 50 percent faster than
all other corporations."^
Between 1922-192B, estimates of the National
Industrial Conference Board show an increase in national
wealth of 12.5 percent, as compared with a growth in as'^ets
of the largest 200 corporations of ^5.6 percent.
"If the wealth of the 200 largest corporations,
and that of all other corporations should continue at the
same rate for the next twenty years, at its annual average
rate for the oast twenty years (1909-1929)> 7^ percent of
all corporate activity would be carried on by 200 corpora-
tions by 1950."-
Willard Thorp, in his testimony before the
Temporary National Economic Committee presented the follow-
ing figures showing various percentages of concentration
pin various trades.
Industry No. of Comoanles Percentage
(of concentration)
Aluminum 1 100
Automobile 3 S6
Beef Products 2
/
^7
Bread & Bakery Products 3 20
Cans 3 90
Cement 5 40
Cigarettes 3 go
Bituminous Coal 4 10
Copper 4 7g
Corn. Binders 4 100
Corn Planters 6 91
Flour 3 29
Plate GlassSafety Glass 22
Iron Ore 4 64
Lead 4 60
1. Berle A.A.
,
and Means G-.C., "The Corooration and Private
Property", (1932)
2. New York Times, February 3, I939.
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Industry
Oil Wells
Steel
Whiskey-
Womens Clothes
Wood Pulp
Zinc
No. of Companies
4
4
4
4
Percentage
(of Concentration)
20
60.5
2
In the Twentieth Century Fund Corporation Survey
it is poin-ced out that large corporations have come into
being by various ways; as a result of growth nourished by
earnings ’’plowed back" into the enterorise; through the
sale of securities to the public to finance expansion;
and as a result of mergers or combinations. The survey
showed that from the period 1^90-1904 there were 237 con-
solidations involving an aggregate capitalization of
963 >S79 > 667 . From 1904 the combination movement prac-
tically stopped until after the War. (Explanations for
this suspension include the effects of Roosevelt's and
Taft's " trust-busting" activities; the stock market crash
of 1903 and the business depression of I907; and finally
the unprofitableness of a large number of corporations
formed before 1905). During the ten years following the
War (1919-I92S), "there were 1,262 combinations in manu-
facturing and mining, of which one-third took place during
the boom years, I927 and 1922. The movement seems to be
particularly active in the iron and steel industry, al-
though more than 100 combinations occurred also in each
of the oil, noferrous metals, textiles and food stuffs
industries. The 1,262 combinations involved the union of
4,135 separate concerns and the disappearance of 5 j991*”^
1. "Big Business—Its Growth and Its Place", Twentieth
Century Fund Inc. 1937. pgs. 2I-33.
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Factors In Concentration
Willard Thorpe in his testimony before the Temporary
National Economic Committee, pointing out that 2/10 of 1 per
cent hold 52 percent of coroorate assets, suggested that the
Anti-Trust laws are in part responsible for the development
of large enterprises.- Since the law prevents collective
action with regard to prices or markets or allocation of
production, the only alternative left for industry was the
merger tendency.
Judicial logic has played a large pa.rt in the merger
movement. Narrow legal definitions have made it possible to
argue that merging firms did not previously compete at all,
or at least competed only on an unsubstantial scale. Thus
mergers between bottle manufacturer companies—making bottles
for different uses; 2 shoe machine companies—one of which sold
in large towns, the other in small towns; coal mining com-
panies selling throu^ different wholesalers have been
4
Drought within the law. Furthermore if these devices be
resorted to and used to consolidate the corporations into
one, before the Federal Trade Commission takes action, the
Commission is powerless to attack the merger.
The cases which erected standards are the follow-
ing. In a case against the Aluminum Company of America,
1. N. Y. Times, February 3» 1939
•
2. F.T.C. vs. Thatcher Manufacturing Comoany 5 Fed. (2d)
615-(1925) 272 U.3. 55^4- (1926)
F.T.C. vs. International Shoe Co. 2S0 U.S. 291 (193O)
4. F.T.C. vs. Temple Anthracite Co., 5I Fed. (2d) 656. (1931).
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the Circuit Court in 1922 upheld the Federal Trade Com-
mission's order that the company divest itself of stock
acquired in violation of the Clayton Act (Sec. 7), and
petition for review was denied by the Supreme Court. ^ The
practical result of the decision v/as destroyed, however, by
the Circuit Court, in 1924 in denying the request of the
Commission to modify the decree so as to prevent the
Aluminum Comoany from bidding in at the sheriffs sale,
the physical property of the acquired corporation in satis-
faction of a debt which the Commission unsuccessfully con-
tended was fictitious and fraudulent.
The Supreme Court held in five— four decisions
that Section Seven of the statute (Clayton Act) referred
to the acquisition of stock, and not to the acquisition of
property even if obtained as a result of an illegal ac-
quisition of stock.
Moreover the Department of Justice, in 1926,
adopted the policy of inquiring into mergers at their in-
ception.
“Their (mergers) financial structure, their pur-
pose, and their economic background are examined before
they enter into the field of business activity and the
question of whether they would be violative of the law is
considered before a violation has been committed. This
method is at once fair to business men who desire to avoid
conflict with the law and who are entitled to know the
attitude of the Government towards their effort. It is
effective also in pr§S0rving the public interest by ascer-
taining the facts and assuring, that illegal combinations
shall be dealth with at once.”^
1. F.T.C. vs. Aluminum Co. of America 224 Fed. 402; 261 U.S.
616 (1922) 299 Fed. 361. (1924).
2. F.T.C. vs. Thatcher Manufacturing Co., 272 U.S. 554, (1926).
5. F.T.C. vs. Swift & Company, 272 U.S. 554 (1926).
4. American Bar Association Journal, p. I-30.
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The Department did not give positive approval
to mergers, but reserved the right of further observation
and investigation, and would state that no cause was found
for disapproval in the facts as given, or the purpose as
stated.
Reports of the Department of Justice
The Attorney General's report for 1937 lays
blame for the failure of the Anti-trust Laws to preserve
competition on judicial interpretation of the statutes:^
"Such a standard (viz. "reasonableness" and
corporate "intent"), is vague and does not permit considera-
tion of the real factors involved. It does not face the
issue whether a combination is in fact one which will tend
to produce economies of size, or whether it will in actual
operation tend to give opportunity for monopoly orofits.
The important factor is taken to be 'intent' or 'state of
mind' of a fictions individual, the corporation, rather
than results.
... (This) actually describes an attitude
commonly taken by courts, emphasizing moral culoability,
and subordinating practical effects of business’ activities
which tend toward monopoly or restraint of trade.
.
.
"In other words, actual results are ignored in
an effort to determine whether a fictious personality is
acting in an evil state of mind. The anti-trust laws have
become theological tracts on corporate morality.
"...Thus the- Supreme Court did not consider the
fact that steel rails had been at a stable price for many
years, sufficient to justlfv prosecution. (U.S. vs. U. 3
.
Steel Corp.
,
25I U.S. 4l 7 , 45I ) Price leadership v/hich ac-
tually fixed price control, was held by the Court, (it)
'does not establish any suppression of competition, or any
sinister domination' (U.S. vs. International Harvester
274 U.S. 693)."
"An impossible burden of proof is thrown upon
the Department in most cases.
. .Great Quantities of evidence
must be sought in the oursuit of the will of the 'wisn.'
'intent.'"
The report of the Deoartment of Justice, however
1. Attorney-General's Report, year ending June, 1937 .
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In 193^ places blame not so much on judicial limitation
of the statutes, as on the insufficiency of personnel and
money allotted for enforcement.^' Thus it was pointed out
that during the famous Roosevelt ” trus t-bus ting" era, the
Anti-trust Division consisted of only five lawyers and
four stenographers. The present Anti- Trust Division has
only 97 la'vyers and has to handle 30 major acts of Congress.
Thus when the Aluminum case prosecution involves the full
time of ten attorneys, and with eight lawyers devoting
their exclusive attention to the oil case, it is pointed
out that it is a practical impossibility for the Division
to handle or even investigate all complaints intelligently.
The function of the Department should be that of
referee, it is maintained, in the hard fought game of
competition, where infringement of the rules should be re-
garded as over-aggressiveness rather than immorality, with
the Department policing the field of competition to ensure
that the rules of fair competition be maintained.
The note in common with the reports in the past
few years is the attack on "price rigidity"
,
whereby pro-
duction and not prices have been cut.
"Thus; (Thurman Arnold, May 193S) "...We have
charged the Aluminum Company of America, with substantially
complete monopoly control of the domestic source of raw
material, coupled with practices which consolidate that
monopoly. The result in terms of prices is this—using
1926 as a base— aluminum prices receded from a high of
100 in 1926 to S4.9 in 193i-1933» a decline in the depth
of depression of only I5 percent. Meanwhile to cite an-
other metal, copper prices had dropped from 100 in 1926 to
40.3 in 1930 j a decline of 60 percent; or four times the
1. Report of Assistant Attorney Q-eneral 'Thurman Arnold,
Report of Attorney Q-eneral, year ending June 30, I938,
pes. 54-69.
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decline in aluminum prices. The entire combined whole-
sale index dropped 35 percent during the same period
—
more than twice the decline in aluminum.
"Again, in September, 1937 > Government invitations
for bids on . . . tires resulted in an identical price of
$S.ll from all bidders. Investigation was instituted by
the Department of Justice.
.
.When new bids v/ere taken by the
Government, a remarkable change had taken place. Instead
of being identical, the bids were competitive. Instead of
$6.11 the low was now $4.75. mean time public prices
had not substantially varied.^
In the same way, the same official points out that
"price of steel for building supplies is higher by $7.00 a
ton in the midst of the present recession, than it was in
1929. Partly as a result of these prices, the industry is
operating today at 25 percent capacity... The shock of the
business recession is not reflected in reduced prices, but
pay rolls have declined 55 percent during the past year."^
The 1937 Report of the Department of Justice
pointed out that Government purchases offer the most favor-
able setting for the appearance of competition, if such
exists, since purchases are made only on the basis of secret
competitive bids. Certain examples were quoted:
"in Denver, among I 7 bids for reinforcement bars, l4 were
identical; in Los Angeles, among 12 bids (for the same
article), 11 were identical; in bids on Navy steel pipes,
there were 4o bids, each $17,l4g.6o."
Wide disparity was alleged between "least" and
"most sensitive" prices. Thus farm prices, on the aggregate,
fell 57 percent (grains fell 64 percent) within the depression
since 1929; agricultural implements however, fell only 17 per-
1. "Fair and Effective Use of Present Anti-trust Procedure,
U.S. Law Review, pgs. 227-265.
2. Thurman Arnold, "What is Monopoly"? Advertising Federation
of America, June I 5 , I 936 . (Vital Speeches July 1, I 936 ).
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cent at a maximum, while the price decline for most of the
period involved was only 5-6 percent. Competitive manufactur-
ing industries had to bear heavy declines, thus textiles
—
cotton fell 50 percent; knit goods fell 53 percent, silks
and rayons fell 75 percent; at the same time metal prices
declined only 23 percent.^
Conclusion
The lessenning of price competition has been the
problem of the enforcement agencies of the anti-trust laws,
viz. the Federal Trade Commission and the Departments of
Justice and Agriculture. The tendencies towards price leader-
ship by dominant figures in an industry, sharing the market,
stabilizing prices and the increased stress in non-price
competition are all at variance with the traditional anti-
trust policy.
Prior to the enactment of the N.R.A. codes this
policy had been in general, an attempt to regulate business
conduct by the so-called "external" method. This policy
admittedly proved to be a failure, largely because of the
necessity on the part of the administrators of the anti-
trust laws to prove the existence of a state of mind on the
part of a corporation, instead of merely proving that
violation had taken place.
During the era of the National Recovery Act, in
an attempt to revive business, the traditional "external"
1
. Report, year ending 1937 > op. cit.
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control was largely waived, and an "internal" control of
business and industry by its own managers, under G-overnmental
supervision was attempted. However, there is considerable
question as to whether or not the program of internal con-
trol would not have broken down under its own weight, even
if the Supreme Court had not intervened.
Moreover the problem of the administrative
agencies has been further complicated by the Robinson-Patman
and Miller-Tydings Acts, both of which tend to reduce price
competition in an economic structure that has as its puroose
furtherance of such competition.^
Among the proposals for the bringing of order
into the chaotic field, is the O' Mahoney-Borah proposal for
the Federal licensing and regulation of corporations.^ This
bill, which carries criminal penalties, would orohiblt
corporations which acted in a monopolistic manner from
receiving licenses. The power for revoking licenses for
violation of the bills provisions would be centered solely
in the courts.
The centripetal tendencies of American industry
would seemingly have to be recognized by our Congressional
committee now studying the trust problem, if anything perma-
nent is to be accomplished. Reaction against the "killing
1. The Attorney General's Report for 1938 recounts how 21
Identical cement product bids were submitted in the State
of Maryland, with one sole company making a lower bid, and
receiving the contract. Soon after, a grand Jury hearing
was held in Baltimore, alleging violation of the Tydlngs-
Mlller Law by the low bidder. While the grand Jury refused
to indict, the Department points out the resulting con-
fusion and apprehension in the cement industry.
2. N.Y. Times, February 20, 1938.
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pace of competition” is today so strong that some measure
of governmental approval of and sanctions for this tendency
innate in business. The steps which may well eventuate may
be the setting up of administrative bodies, along the lines
of the various industries, thus for example, the bodies set
up under the Fair Labor Standards Act of I93S. Thus with
picked bodies to represent the various interested bodies
including the consumer, general objectives and standards
mi^t be marked out, with the power of governmental sanction
to act as police power, always subject, of course, to
Judicial review, in order to prevent potential abuse.
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